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Abstract 
 

Essays in Managing People and Organizations: Three Field Experiments in Firms 
 

Takaaki Hirakawa 
 
    Charities frequently spend significant expenses on solicitation.  A common finding 

is potential donors give more in situations involving exposure to social pressure by 

charity affiliates.  In a field experiment involving more than 500,000 individuals at a 

retail chain, this paper shows that an additional mechanism is relevant: the framing of 

the ask.  When individuals are exposed to solicitation by non-affiliates, both 

unconditional and conditional average giving declines. Additional results support the 

ineffectiveness of social pressure driven strategy.  We also show that while 

individuals give more and more often when an acknowledgement note for giving is 

made available, when such acknowledgement device is offered jointly with "thank 

you greeting" by non-affiliates, verbal gratitudes to previous donors reduce overall 

unconditional and conditional giving amount.  We also provide an evidence that 

individuals are more likely to donate when act of giving is less observable by others, 

consistent with self-signaling motive to give. 
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    On a related project, we study the effect of varying the manager’s communication 

context for delegating the prosocial task to the employees of the retail stores.  We 

show suggestive evidence that the context of the managerial communication matters: 

when the instruction given to the cashier employees is framed in a fashion to provide 

more authority to the cashiers, the reduction we observe in average donation under 

solicitation appears to disappear.  On the final experiment, we apply the theory of the 

product salience to shed guidance to optimal store shelf design strategy for the retail 

firm interested in inducing customers to buy more healthier or organic food items 

without changing prices of any items. To our knowledge, this project is the first 

experiment to test the theory of product salience in non-laboratory, firms settings. 
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Essays in Managing People and Organizations:
Three Field Experiments in Firms

Takaaki Hirakawa

Chapter One

Abstract
Charities frequently spend significant expenses on solicitation. A common find-

ing is potential donors give more in situations involving exposure to social pressure

by charity affiliates. In a field experiment involving more than 500,000 individuals

at a retail chain, this paper shows that an additional mechanism is relevant: the

framing of the ask. When individuals are exposed to solicitation by non-affiliates,

both unconditional and conditional average giving declines. Additional results sup-

port the ineffectiveness of social pressure driven strategy. We also show that while

individuals give more and more often when an acknowledgement note for giving is

made available, when such acknowlegement device is offered jointly with "thank you

greeting" by nonaffliates, verbal gratitudes to previous donors reduce overall uncondi-

tional and conditional giving amount. We also provide an evidence that individuals

are more likely to donate when act of giving is less observable by others, consistent

with self-signaling motive to give.

Keywords: Field experiment; charitable giving; prosocial behavior; altruism;

meaning; social pressure

_____________________________________________

* Hirakawa, University of California, Santa Cruz. Acknowlegements: For helpful

advice, we would like to thank participants at UC Santa Cruz Experimental Eco-

nomics Seminar, as well as Carlos Dobkin, BJ Fogg, Daniel Friedman, Brent Had-

dad, Adrianna Jenkins, Justin Marion, Marco Schwarz, Constanca Esteves Soren-

son, Kevin Todd, Kristian Lopez Vargas, Donald Wittman, and an anoymous sup-

porter.
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1. Introduction

In the United States, 71% of annual charitable giving come from individuals at

$269 billion 1. While these giving are significant source of income for approximately

1.5 million American charitable organizations, which report total annual expense of

$1.57 trillion2, cultivating non-traditional channels to reach out to potential donors

has become crucial as government grant and support has stagnated in recent decades.

While 95.4 percent of American families with annual income of at least $80,000

donate to charities each year,3 increasing individual giving and improving the quality

of that giving is a significant challenge for charitable organizations as majority of

donors are satisfied with their current giving while many others are overwhelmed with

too frequent solicitations4 and do not feel equipped with making giving decisions5.

An established literature documents potential motives for such giving behaviors:

for instance, people give because it feels good to help others (Andreoni, 1989, 1990),

want to look nice to others (Benabou and Tirole, 2006; Ariely et al., 2009), and give in

order to avoid saying no to a solicitor (DellaVigna et al., 2012; Andreoni et al., 2015,

2016). While social pressure avoidance motive and standard economic models may

explain a common finding in charitable giving that individuals give more when they

are asked to donate by charity affiliated solicitors, it is another story as to whether

these motives can explain real-world giving behavior in situations where individuals

do not usually expect being solicited and charity affiliated people are not directly

involved in fund-raising tasks. In this paper, however, we investigate whether social

context and perception of communication from solicitors is relevant in such setting:

how does individual giving behavior responds to social context and framing of a

solicitor’s verbal and non-verbal expression and other non-human communication

device in situations involving such giving decisions?

1Sources: Giving USA 2015
2Source: The Urban Institute, National Center for Charitable Statistics.
3Source: The Center on Philanthropy at Indiana University
434% of donors in the United States report feeling hassled by nonprofit solicitations, and people

are overwhelmed by emails from non-profits with multiple, conflicting calls to actions. (Source:
Money For Good 2015 Qualitative Survey)

5Money For Good 2015 Chamber Collective Survey.
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As people are overwhelmed with too frequent solicitations by charities and not

sure how to make a satisfying giving decisions for themselves, exposing individuals

with aggressive form of solicitation may not be effective in a setting where people al-

ready accustomed to make a donation without being verbally solicited. Nonetheless,

recent literature provides a wide range of scope for motivations related to social pres-

sure as well as image and identify involved in making giving decisions; for instance,

in a field experiment, acknowledging a donor’s past giving behavior in a solicitation

letter increases donations (Kessler and Milkman (2014)); offering thank-you gifts re-

duce charitable donation regardless of whether the donations were hypothetical or

real, the gift was desirable or undesirable, the charity was familiar or unfamiliar or

the give was more of less valuable (Knewman and Shen (2012)); providing a public

recognition in a newsletter for donors contributing above a certain threshold leads to

2.7 percent higher probability to give and on average 14% higher amounts (Karlan

and McConnel (2013)); avoiding emotional stories and requests to donate help peo-

ple justify not participating in prosocial behavior (Exley and Petrie (2015)); charity

can leverage people’s avoidance motive to increase efficiencies in giving (Kamdar et

al.(2013)). In a laboratory study, selective recognition (only publicizing highest

donors) leads to higher average contribution when participants are asked to donate

using the money they had received in the laboratory. (Samek and Sheremeta (2015)).

We approach our real-world study with two ambitious goals in mind. First,

as traditional direct fund-raising programs by charities are not easily scalable as

it requires overhead and administrative expense, business-public partnership venue

provides fruitful avenues to reach hundreds of thousands of potential donors without

such expense. Second, we investigate various communication measures and treat-

ments to identify a strategy that can best scale implementation of a public-business

charitable fund-raising partnership at large retail business establishments. In this

paper, we document the results of a series of large-scale natural field experiments in-

volving approximately 550,000 individual customers’ shopping transactions between

2015 and 2016, in which individuals may request to make a donation during checkout

process at cash registers: notice, in this setting, neither potential donors nor solicitors

are "recruited" for the purpose of the field experiment study per se. While our main
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treatments consist of the store’s cash register employees asking customers to make a

donation on certain days, we also apply design thinking approach to research design

by exploiting aspects of customer experience and the design of the checkout registers

to identify naturally occurring treatments that individual customers are exposed to

at the time of making giving decisions.

While previous literature on social pressure avoidance motive documents giving

motive among individuals exposed to the ask when people expect the solicitation and

the ask can be avoided (Dena et al., 2006, Andreoni et al., 2011, 2015, DellaVigna

et al., 2012), the qualitative survey6 suggests exploiting an aggressive form of asking

may not be a desirable avenue for a charity to champion on opportunities to retain

or develop donor base. Interestingly, social pressure avoidance cannot explain the

findings we obtain when people do not expect being solicited and do not avoid the

ask. The social pressure explanation implies some people who would not have given

otherwise would give some amounts to avoid saying no when asked. However, our

finding is odd with previous literature: on transactions involving close to 700,000

individuals who may make donations, an aggressive form of solicitation does not

lead to any statistically significant non-zero effect on both unconditional probability

to give or size of giving per customer.

This paper distinguishes itself from existing literature on four aspects: first, it

documents charitable giving decisions in a real-world setting where people may con-

ceive giving related social interactions as both utility reducing (i.e., for instance,

feeling uncomfortable about making giving decision) as well as utility enhancing (re-

ceiving other satisfaction from social interaction in addition to altruism and/or warm

glow induced utility); second, understanding mechanisms for giving not involving

charity affiliated fund-raisers has a scope to be highly scalable as such implementa-

tion requires little additional resources from a charitable organization or a business

partner firm; third, by considering multiple giving motives and exploiting a naturally

occurring, across-time variation in social factors surrounding specific cash register in-

dividual customers are randomly exposed to at the time of making giving decision,

this paper also provide suggestive evidence to support certain potential motives that

6Money For Good 2015 Qualitative Survey.
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would be consistent with a same tendency on giving decisions (for instance, longer

line of customers at busy time may trigger wanting to look nice to others and thus

more giving while at the same time, act of cashier handing out a donation receipt

coupon to preceding customers may remind individuals of their last giving experi-

ence particularly when the store is busy); lastly, by providing an additional study

involving giving decision when the target charity is unrelated to what individuals are

purchasing for themselves, as well as by altering managers’ communication context

to encourage intrinsic motivation of cashier employees to ask customers to give, it

seeks to shed lights of the role of other social factors to contribute to the broader

understanding of existing literature.

To begin our inquiry, this paper orchestrates three waves of field experiment

study on giving decisions that allows researchers to accurately observe individual giv-

ing response to experimental treatments and naturally occurring social treatments.

Subjects are individual customers who arrive at checkstand lane after completion of

shopping food and other household items at large retail store establishments. Cus-

tomers may learn about the opportunity to make a charitable donation through the

flyers posted on every lane only during the duration of the fund-raising campaign.

During a charitable donation campaign, a customer may make a donation of $1 or

any larger amount to the firm’s designated local charity by voluntarily requesting to

a cashier prior to completing payment procedure for her purchase. When a customer

arrives at checkstand lanes area, whether or not other customers may be watching

the customer when she makes a donation is irrelevant to the customer’s decision to

select which specific checkstand lane to enter: customers prefer to line up on shorter

lane or faster moving lane in order to avoid long wait. When a customer arrives at

a cashier terminal, it is nearly impossible for the customer to avoid being asked by

the cashier if the cashier asks for donation not only avoiding the ask would require

abandoning the shopping cart and leave the store but also because the customer do

not expect being asked verbally when the cashiers are encouraged to ask customers

to donate. Unless a customer notices the proceeding customer’s conversation7, when

7Based on the interview with the managers as well as visiting the field site, due to chaotic and
noisy atmosphere, a customer is extremely unlikely to notice the scope of a conversation between a
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the customer is asked by a cashier to donate, such act of asking is unanticipated,

and people have little time to think about whether or not to give, and if she decides

to give, the time-line of making giving decision and act of giving is nearly identical.

Notice that, in general, a customer is being seen by more other customers at

the time of giving decision makings when the store is busy; however, when the

store is busy, she is extremely unlikely to have noticed the conversation between a

cashier and a preceding customer, and that in such times, customer’s decision to have

selected that particular lane is irrelevant to how important being seen good to other

customers is for the customer. In such situations, wanting to appear good in front of

other people may be relevant. By contrast, a customer is frequently not surrounded

by other customers at giving decision time when the store is off peak hours, and on

such circumstances, the customer’s decision to have selected that checkstand lane

may be related to wanting to interact with a familiar cashier. In such case, wanting

to be seen nice by other customers is irrelevant, but wanting to look good to the

cashier may be relevant. In addition, the store offers a single checkstand lane, which

is equipped with two cashier terminals, one located in front closer to where customers

are waiting in line, and another one located away from customers waiting in line,

which provides privacy from other customers even when the store is busy. Changes

in giving responses across these social contexts can thus exhibit the extent to which

different potential motives influence charitable giving decisions.

This paper process as follows: Section 2 describes institutional background of

charitable fund-raising, random assignments of customers to treatments, and do-

nation procedures; Section 3 gives overviews of our framework and the predictions

arising from the mechanism through which social role influences giving decisions;

Section 4 details the charities, research design and data collection process; Section 5

documents the results, and Section 6 discusses remaining challenges and avenues for

additional research in the future.

cashier and the proceeding customer.
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2. Predictions

In this section, we begin by overview of a simple theory to apply to our setting

in three things in mind. First, we discuss conceptual framework for giving and how

it relates to individuals’ utility function while engaging in purchasing transactions

for themselves at a retail firm. Second, the framework characterizes mechanisms in

which experimental or naturally occurring exposure interacts with various motives

within an individual to affect giving for a designated charity of the firm. Third, we

utilize a design thinking approach and apply it to the institutional setting to identify

naturally occurring exposures and experimental treatments on giving outcome with

an aim to disentangle social role and interactions that influence giving.

Background
Before we specify an individual’s utility function for giving and potential mech-

anisms that influence giving behavior, we provide an important institutional back-

ground about how the retail customers and the workers interact and decisions for

charitable contribution occur. Charitable giving decisions occur when an individual

customer arrives in a checkstand while a cash register worker rings purchased items

and prepare to bag the products, shortly before the customer completes the purchase

payment procedure either in cash or credit card. When individual customers com-

plete shopping, they arrive in the checkstand lanes, and people may notice a flyer

posted on the checkstand informing of the opportunity to give to the target charity

organization. If an individual wishes to give, she can make a verbal request to the

checkstand employee, to add $1 or any larger amount. A customer receives a coupon

that serves to acknowledges the giving as well as the payment receipt which include

the amount of giving. Cashiers do not provide any instruction to customers about

the usage of the coupon provided, while if a customer asks, the cashier is instructed

to explain that customers may deposit the coupon in the designated donation box

located at the customer service desk although such action is not a requirement for

the donation to be given to the charity.

As an individual customer on a checkstand lane approaches the cashier, such

individual customer is exposed to varying social factors and treatments that may
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influences motives to give. First, she may interact with the checkstand employee(s),

who would observe the act of giving. Second, she may be surrounded, and may be

observed by many other customers who may be lined up behind her at the time of

giving. Third, she may be asked by the chechstand cashier while other customers

may observe the interaction. On busy times, she is surrounded by many other people,

while in slower period, few people other than the cashier and perhaps a bagger may

be in presence. Notice that, on a randomly selected day when cashier employees are

instructed by management to verbally ask customers to donate, customers normally

do not anticipate such verbal request for giving while waiting in the line: the exposure

to active ask treatment is unexpected.

There are two important feature of the interaction at the time of such solicitation

exposure: first, the timing of an individual’s mental calculation about the cost of

one’s want to give, and the timing to make such giving decision and actual payment

are nearly identical: there is no time to reflect upon yourself whether or not to engage

in "giving behavior"; second, there is essentially no alternative to avoid the active ask

treatment other than to abandon the shopped items and walk away. Other secondary

exposures of interest include usage of ’thank you’ coupons, which are provided to

individuals upon choosing to give. We next specify the theoretical framework.

To begin, we model an individual’s utility from giving experience as a function of

impacts of giving on materials wealth, degree of altruism, social interactions with the

checkstand employees, social role of other customers in presence, other social factors

(e.g., busyness of the store). We model the utility of an individual who visits a large

retail store and arrives at a cashier register while the store runs a charitable fund-

raising campaign, where flyers are on display in the store to inform an individual of

an opportunity to make a verbal request to a cashier if she decides to give. Cashiers

normally do not ask individual customer to donate. We next discuss our theoretical

framework.

Framework
At the end of shopping, an individual lines up on a checkstand lane to pay for the

items purchased. Before making the payment, the individual donates an amount

8



g>=0. This is the only channel the giver can donate to the campaign. The giver

has utility function:

(1) U (g) = M (W - g) + aV ( g ) + Sw(-gt*, g ) + So (-gt*, g ) +
Sb (g ), where

Sw captures utility from social interaction with a cashier on the checkstand; gt*

is cost of not giving when the cashier makes a verbal solicitation to give; So is utility

that may arise from social effect from other non-cashier individuals who may observe

the individual’s giving decision; Sb expresses utility related to other social factors

(e.g., busyness of the store, thank you acknowledgement for donation, etc.)

Notice social interaction and other role may affect an individual utility in a posi-

tive or a negative direction, unlike in DellaVigna et all (2012) in which social pressure

is necessarily not utility improving. An individual’s utility is a sum of utility from

material consumption (W-g), utility from giving to a charity V(g), weighted by the

level of the individual’s altruism, a (or in case of impure altruism, warm glow from

giving), where v’g>0, v”b<0. Unlike the theoretical framework of Andreoni et all

(2015) and DellaVigna at all (2012), note also that individuals experience positive

utility from social pressure under the absence of action of solicitation in our setting

as long as g is small relative to W.

In the social interaction term, Sw, an individual pays a utility cost Sw(-gt*) for

not giving or only giving a small amount of donation when the cashier makes a verbal

request to donate. This cost is highest when an individual makes no donation when

asked by the cashier. We define gs as the amount of giving that an individual

would feel no social pressure cost in the case of being asked. We assume that the

cost decreases linearly in giving amount and is 0 for giving of gs or higher. An

individual does not incur any social cost from the cashier when the individual is not

verbally asked to give. When a=0 and Sw=So=Sb=0, the utility function reduces

to a standard economic model.

Unlike a circumstance in which an individual observes a charity affiliated employee

actively asking for donation near the entry of a commercial building entrance, notice

that an individual’s decision making about giving and the time-line of being solicited
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occurs exactly the same instant because an individual does not anticipate being asked

when a checkstand worker may ask as atmosphere in a checkstand lane is generally

chaotic and individual customers are usually not aware of the scope of conversation

between the cashier and the proceeding customer in front of her. In such situations,

no matter how large the social pressure cost from being asked, an individual does

not have a way to avoid the ask; only way to avoid saying no to to a verbal request

to give is to donate at least one dollar or to abandon; in a rare instance in which a

customer may be aware that she may be verbally asked to donate, the only way to

avoid the ask would be to abandon her shopping cart seconds before being asked.

Such opt-out behavior is almost non-existent.8

Predictions

Unless specifically stated, we assume each individual observed in the data is

unique, and has heterogenous degree of altruism.

Prediction 1: With altruism, with or without social pressure, the unconditional
probability to give, P(g) is higher when coupons are available and provided to those

who give at checkstand: Pc(g) > Pnc(g). With limited altruism and no social

factors, the effect of availability of coupons on the unconditional probability to give,

P(g) is lower when individual’s positive utility from wanting to look nice to others

is limited: Pc(g) < Pnc (g). With limited altruism, the effect of availability of

coupons on the unconditional probability to give is ambiguous when other social

factor and/or individual’s utility from wanting to look nice to other is moderate:

Pc(g) <, > Pnc(g).

Since there is practically no way that an individual opts out of interacting with

a checkstand employee whether or not the individual may recognize that she may be

solicited to give, the presence of coupons in the checkstand lane increases likelihood

8While the management verifies this behavior, it is an open question as to whether strong form
of asking for donation leads to a long-run reduction of customer’s welfare, which is not the focus of
our study.
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of noticing that the business is running the charitable donation campaign, and the

probability of giving is higher when coupons are available than without, whether or

not individuals are exposed to social pressure from being solicited. With limited

altruism, when people experience little or no utility from wanting to look nice to

others through giving or from the act of giving per se under some other social factors,

the presence of the coupon will lead to lower unconditional probability to give.

The next proposition discusses unconditional giving size.

Prediction 2: With or without social pressure, the unconditional mean giving
size, g(c), is higher with coupon than without: g(c) > g(nc).

The presence of coupons in a checkstand lane reminds an altruistic individual of

her last giving experience, and creates a perception that the charity’s benefit from

her giving, which leads to more donation for such individuals. For less altruistic

people, the presence of coupon reminds of an opportunity to look nice to others,

which leads to more donations. Overall, the mean donation is higher, whether or

not there is social pressure.

The next proposition focuses on the role of other social factors that may affect

giving.

Prediction 3: With social pressure or other social factor, whether or not people
are exposed to solicitation, unconditional probability to give is higher when the store

is busy: Pb(g) > Pnb(g).

When individual customers are not exposed to verbal solicitation to give, notice

that individuals may receive non-negative utility by giving either because of wanting

to look nice to either cashiers or other people, or simply because individuals may

"seek" giving behavior due to some other social factors prevailing when the store is

busy. When individuals are exposed to aggressive ask, those individuals who decide

to give less than gs experience negative utility from the solicitor but still receive

non-negative utility from being seen by other people: the busier condition does not

increase the negative utility from giving less than gs but it increases the non-negative

utility from being seen as donor to other people. People who give gs or more do
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not receive negative utility from the solicitors and they receive higher utility from

being seen by other people, and this non-positive utility is higher the busier the

store is. Both altruistic and less altruistic people react to the mechanism in the

same direction, and we can state the next proposition regarding giving size.

Prediction 4: With social pressure or other social factor, whether or not people
are exposed to solicitation, unconditional giving size is higher when the store is busy:

g(b) > g(nb).

With social pressure, the amount of giving is higher when the store is busy pos-

sibly because other customers are watching her act of giving but also because of the

"seeking" behavior triggered by busy atmosphere per se. Without social pressure,

the amount of giving is higher only if giving is driven by "seeking" motive when the

store is busy. The next proposition focuses on the effects of variation of appreciation

by checkstand workers to customers who make donation.

Prediction 5: With social pressure, whether or not people are exposed to solic-
itation, as long as individuals do not perceive the interaction between a proceeding

customer and a cashier as warning or expectation for them to make a donation, the

communication practice by cashiers to say "Thank you" to customers who make

donation leads to higher probability of giving than without.

Notice cashiers’ act of saying "Thank you" while providing coupon to giving

customers will exaggerate the mechanism that drives giving motive for both altruistic

and less altruistic individuals: with "Thank you", a less altruistic individual, if she

notices the "Thank you" greeting to a proceeding customer who makes donation,

would be more likely to have an excuse not to give either as she sees other person

giving or perceives the "Thank you" greeting to others as alarming or expecting

her to give (thus less likely to give); a more altruistic individual, if she notices the

"Thank you" communication interaction, would be more likely to give as the act of

giving by other customers may trigger their goodwill.
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The next proposition focuses on the effects and social contexts of the asking for

charitable contribution.

Prediction 6: When individual customers do not anticipate to be asked to give
and are exposed to such solicitation by people who are not affiliated and whose work

is unrelated to the target charity, the exposure to aggressive form of ask (solicitation)

will lead to lower probability of giving and lower unconditional amount of giving.

When people are unexpectedly asked by workers who are unaffiliated and whose

work (in our setting, selling food) is unrelated to the target charity, the channel in

which they would have experienced a positive utility from initiating social interaction

with such workers in voluntarily deciding to give (whether or not an individual would

donate under the absence of being asked) will be blocked. If they decide to give

more than gs, they would not incur negative utility from the ask but they would

not experience the positive social interaction effect from giving that would have been

realized from giving under the absence of ask; therefore, the utility is reduced. On

the other hand, if individuals decide not to give or give gs or less, they would incur

negative utility from the ask. Even if they may still receive unchanged level of

utility from giving under wanting to look nice motive under the ask, their utility is

reduced. Overall effect from the ask would reduce the utility of all individuals from

giving whether or not they give. This reduces both the probability of giving as well

as unconditional amount of giving.

The last proposition focuses on the effect of managerial delegation about soliciting

for giving.

Prediction 7: On managerial practice of encouraging workers to solicit cus-

tomers to give, communication style with delegation (e.g., manager communicating

to cashiers that they know best which customer to ask) may influence the effective-

ness of the ask exposure on individual response to give.

On a standard work duty, managerial delegation should lead to higher intrinsic

motivation of workers, who then should be more likely to put more effort to the

task at hand. In our setting, the act of asking customers for charitable donation is
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not considered part of the workers’ normal duty, and are not part of criteria for job

performance evaluation, and the workers are not compensated for raising charitable

donation. In such setting, delegating how to ask and who to ask may not lead to

higher worker effort.

Even if managerial communication with delegation may have a positive impact

on intrinsic motivation of worker effort, the workers may not be skilled at determining

who to ask and when to ask. Exercising such judgement without proper skills may

frustrate workers. On the other hand, when charity affiliated people (employees of a

charitable organization) come to store front or solicit at private residence, they would

not ask everyone equally: they have skills to selectively ask and target those they

think will more likely to give. Due to these two aspects of delegation and workers’

task context, the exposure to ask may lead to ambiguous effect on giving.

3. The Field Experiment

In this section, we describe the implementation of the filed experiment. Section

3.1 provides the institutional setting in which individuals make a donation. Section

3.2 details the data and research design. Section 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 provides specific

schedule for each wave of the field study and time-line of treatment exposure.

3.1 The Setting

The Firm
Our experiment took place at large supermarket establishments that primarily

sell food and household products located in similar urban areas in the United States.

Like other large grocery stores located in city suburbs, the store customers are made

up of local residents as well as other shoppers from the larger metropolitan area.

Each store offers a large parking space for its customers. The store draws several

thousand customers per day, and at busy times, there are long lines at the store’s cash

register lanes and not always easy to find a parking space. The store’s management

has a strong belief in caring for public wellness: for instance, the management takes
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a bold stance on informing customers of food safety risks even if such information

may be considered undesirable by the manufacturers of such food. Extending its

store brand as one nurturing nutritional health of local people, it is not surprising

that the firm has run a number of fund-raising campaigns over the years to support a

local charity providing free food for at-risk families and children. During the store’s

charitable donation campaign, a customer may make a request to a cashier to the

designated charity at the time of checkout process: if a customer makes such giving

request, the cashier adds the giving amount to the total purchase charge, for which

a customer may pay by cash, or electronic payment card.

The Charities
We select two local charitable organizations for our field study. On the wave

1 study, we partner with American Red Cross to fundraise to help the victims of

local wildfires: the proceeds are sent to a local office of American Red Cross with

a specific request for the donation to be spent for the rescue efforts. On the wave

2 and 3 charitable campaign, we select a food delivery program managed by a local

food bank as charitable cause. On all of the charitable donation campaign, we

restrict the donation proceeds to be provided to a specific local project managed by

the charities, and both the name of the charitable organization and the scope of the

cause are communicated to potential donors in our field experiment through flyers.

Random Assignment
Before we design the field experiment, we visited the sites a few times to observe

customer experience and the physical design of the store’s checkout lanes with even

attention to every element of the place. First thing we note is different cashiers are

assigned to different registers depending on a day, and the manager informs that even

within a day, a cashier rotates from one checkstand terminal to another terminal after

taking a break: not only cashiers are assigned to different registers on a given day

but their assigned registers change throughout a given day.9 Some cashiers arrive

9Management informed that there are some exceptions: for instance, employees with disability
are sometimes assigned to a certain lane which helps such employee’s capability to perform cashier’s
job.
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at work at the store’s opening time while others begin work at the store’s peak hour

time. All workers are given two short 15 minutes breaks and an hour lunch break.

Customers typically choose to use a given checkstand lane that may appear

shorter than others - it is not unrealistic to describe that the manner which cus-

tomers sort into a checkstand lane is random except for express lanes. While some

customers may have a preference to use certain checkstand lanes during off-peak

hours, which cashier a customer interacts with during checkout process at a selected

lane on a given visit is close to random as the worker assignment to checkstand lanes

is made quasi-randomly. The random assignment of customer to checkstand lanes is

crucial, if an experimental treatment is provided only for a particular lane(s). When

an experimental treatment is at a store wide level (i.e., a treatment is provided at all

lanes for a certain day), the randomization assignment of customers to checkstand

lanes is not required.

The Existing Giving Procedure
In cooperation with the management, our field experiment at the firm exploits

the existing customer experience and the design of the checkstand lanes to identify

the scope of potential treatments for the field experiment. As the firm’s cashier

employees had previous experience to conduct a charitable giving promotion in the

past, no training was necessary for cash register workers to conduct the charitable

giving experiment. As the retail firm previously run charitable donation for other

charity, our field experiment followed their standard protocols: the store informs

customers of ongoing charitable donation campaign by flyers posted at checkstand

lane and at customer payment terminal; the flyer informs customers may make a

donation for any amount by requesting it to cashier, and all cashiers provide a do-

nation receipt "coupon" to customers who make donation. Customers may simply

keep their coupons or they have an option to walk over to the store’s customer ser-

vice desk and slip their coupon to a donation box. A customer is not provided any

direction as to what to do with her coupon so unless the customer ask a cashier

what she should do with the coupon; however, if a customer ask a cashier, cashier is

instructed by manager to respond and explain that you may slip it into the donation
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box at the customer service desk; however, it is not required to do so in order for

the giving proceeds to go to the charity. This describes the procedure of the existing

charitable giving campaign and customer-worker interactions before we designed our

experiment.

Implementation
We implemented the field study in partnership with two local charitable organi-

zations at the firm. Based on the previous flyers and the donation coupons used

for other charitable fund-raisers at the firm, we designed and produced the flyers

and the donation receipt coupons for the designated charity for each wave of our

field experiment. We added suggested amounts to the flyers as previous literature

documents small suggested amounts may lead to higher individual giving amount

than without. Coupons are located on the cashier terminal and kept in a small

trey from which all cashiers will take one coupon to a customer who makes a do-

nation. Customers are typically able to see coupons in a trey before they make a

giving decision. Some customers who make donation walk over to drop coupon into

the donation box at the customer service desk, which is located at the edge of the

store. Although customers are not required to drop donation coupon into the box

in order for the donation proceed to be given to the charity, those who do so may

need to walk as far as 200 feet. Cashiers normally not not verbally ask customers to

make donation. Customers must make a verbal request to a cashier to add a desired

donation amount to her total purchase.

3.2 Data and Design

To investigate role of social interactions and communication in individual char-

itable giving decisions, we conduct three waves of natural field experiments at two

supermarket establishments. The first wave of the natural field experiment uses 2

x 2 x 2 design in which we vary the treatment of interest that may influence giv-

ing, checkstand lane location, and store location for American Red Cross to benefit

the victims of local wildfires. The second wave of the experiment maintains this

general design paradigms, but alters the target charity to a local food bank which
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provides free food to at-risk people in the local community - individuals may make

a donation to food nutritional cause while they are purchasing food for themselves.

The third wave of the experiment retains the general research design and the same

target charity, but on the treated days, the management practices more delegated

communication style to the cashiers in an attempt to support intrinsic motivation of

the cashiers for soliciting customers on the treated days. Section 3.1 describes the

data and general design applicable to the three natural field experiments. Section

3.2 highlights the first charity study that involves a local wildfires cause managed

by American Red Cross. Section 3.3 and 3.4 detail the design of the second and

third waves of our charity study that involves donating to a local food bank nonprofit

organization which supports nutritional health needs of at-risk local residents.

Data
Our study obtains the store’s high frequency transaction files stored in the firm’s

central server, which allows for accurate measures of individual level giving and

purchase data as the cash register systems located at the establishment automatically

record entire transactions data for all individuals whether or not such transaction

includes a donation. For all individual customer transaction records that include

charitable donation, we access individual customer transaction receipt files to create

a dataset that details each individual giving amount, date and time, store location,

cash register number, cashier operator number, total spending by a customer, total

number of products purchased by a customer, whether a purchase is paid by cash, and

last 4 digits of credit card number, and whether an individual customer’s purchase

includes milk or not10. In addition, we obtain the entire store establishment level

individual customer transactions files to extract customer spending, items purchased,

store location, cash register number, cashier operator number for each 10 minutes

interval of all days of the store operation for the duration of the field experiment

study.

Another source of data related to giving includes number of donation receipt

coupons deposited in the designated box located at the store’s customer service

10Milk purchase data was collected for the wave 3 only.
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desk. This is the only part of our data that are not automatically generated by the

firm’s information system.

Units of Observation
To investigate individual giving response to treatments, we define units of ob-

servation as average donation amount per customer transaction per a given time

interval at an individual lane level at an establishment: total dollar amount of do-

nation made during the time interval divided by total dollar amount of customer

purchase transactions record not inclusive of the donation amount during a given

time interval per lane. We use day, hour, day-lane, hour-lane, 10 minutes-lane as

units of observation in order to interpret the results.

Outcome Variables
To document the effects of the treatment on individual giving response, we calcu-

late unconditional average giving amount per customer per lane, probability that a

given customer makes a donation at any given lane, and unconditional average giving

amount per customer per lane, at units of observation time interval. For uncondi-

tional giving, we regress the outcome variable using the entire customer transaction

data on all treatment variables, while for conditional giving, we regress using only

the transaction data that contains a donation. For probability of making a dona-

tion, we set the value of the outcome variable to 1 if the customer has donated and 0

otherwise. In all of our estimates, standard errors are clustered at the level of units

of observation.

Design

The baseline condition is display of charitable giving flyers which inform cus-

tomers that a customer may make a donation by making a verbal request to a cashier

during checkout process. The flyers are posted on every cash register lane and in-

cludes the name of the charity, message for the cause, and suggested amount of $1,

$5, $10, and ANY. We next describe experimental treatments as well as naturally

occurring treatments that customers may be exposed when they arrive at checkstand

lane and make giving decisions.
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Treatment A: Cashiers "Ask": Verbal Request
On selected days the managers instruct all cashiers to ask customers to make a

donation during checkout process. The instruction is provided during a face-to-face

meeting when cashiers arrive at work. On a treatment A day, all cashiers at all

checkstand registers are encouraged to ask customers to make a donation including

express lanes. Thus, all checkstand registers are either treated to "Cashier Ask"

or not treated on any given day. Note this treatment is unexpected by a customer

unless a customer notices that a proceeding customer in front is solicited.

In the wave one and two of our field study, the management provide standard

communication message to encourage cashiers to ask customers to make donation.

In the wave three, the management modifies the style of communication to cashiers

in an attempt to enhance intrinsic motivation of cashiers to ask customers to make

donation.

Treatment B: Cashiers Gives Donation Receipt Coupon "Thank You
Note"
When a customer makes a donation, cashiers normally provide a coupon as ac-

knowledgement for giving. We vary this treatment by not providing coupon on

some days. Coupons contain the same message as displayed in the flyers, and in

addition, states to cut the bottom half and put it in the donation box located at

customer service desk. Coupons are kept in a small trey located on the cashier

terminal where cashiers ring purchased items, and the trey of coupons are usually

observable to customers before making a donation.

Cashiers are instructed to not give any explanation for what to do with a coupon

when they hand it out to a customer who makes a donation, unless a customer

asks. In the event a customer asks a question to a cashier what she should do

with the coupon, the management instructs cashiers to explain that "you may place

the coupon into the donation box located at customer service desk, but it is not a

requirement for you to do so, in order for your donation to go to the charity." The

donation box is a solid box with a cover with the charity’s logo that resembles the

design of the flyer with the name of the designated charity, and indicates "Thank
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you".

Treatment C: Cashiers "Thank" Donors: Verbal Gratitude
On some designated weeks, the management instructs cashiers on odd number

lanes to say "thank you for donation" to customers who make a donation while

handing out a coupon. On these selected weeks, cashiers on even number lanes do

not receive such treatment.

Notice that this treatment should not influence the giving decision of an individual

who is greeted with "thank you for donation" by the checkstand worker, as the

gratitude occurs after such giving is completed. However, this treatment may occur

thorough either following customers behind a reference customer who may observe or

hear the "thank you for donation" message communicated to the reference customer,

or through the expression of such checkstand employees, who feel reluctant to express

an emotion they feel is artificial, when they have to thank someone for a cause they

might not be personally be interested in, as raising funds for a charity is not part of

their official job duty, but it is an volunteer activity.

The retail firm has conducted various charitable giving campaigns previous to

our field experiment study, and in such campaigns, the firm used coupons of various

similar pastel or white colors and we used the same mix of coupons with exactly

same style of design.

Treatment D: Social Treatment: "Away" Lane
On some of the express lanes, there are two cash registers within a single check-

stand lane: one in front adjacent to customers that may be waiting in line, and one

"away"(See Figure 2 in Appendix). When a customer lines up on this type of lane,

whether a customer goes to front register or "away" register is completely random.

Notice that other customers in line and a cashier face the customer transacting in

front cashier terminal; however, no one faces the customer in "away" terminal except

a cashier. Customers are exposed to this naturally occurring treatment for all of

the days of the experiment.

Customer Experience
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Customers may make a donation only during the duration of the charitable cam-

paign. Customer experience at cash register can be of hectic nature, when customers

must wait in line as long as for several minutes on store peak hours, while on off peak

hours, lines are shorter. Typically almost all cashiers speak to customers as soon as

ringing the first couple of purchased items, and say, "Would you need a bag today?"

- inquiring a customer if she would like to purchase a paper bag for 10 cent - before

a customer completes payment procedure. It is between such courtesy message and

the time a customer completes the payment procedure that a customer may make a

verbal request to a cashier to donate to the charity.

Context and Perception of Treatment
There are at least three contexts that distinguishes our study from other field ex-

perimental study on giving. First, the treatment to ask customers are performed by

employees of the firm, who are unaffiliated with the charitable organization. From

customer experience perspective, cashier’s act of solicitation may have different per-

ception from one that is being spoken by charity affiliated workers. Second, on

active ask days, unlike a store-front solicitation (Andreoni et. al. (2015, 2016)) or

door-to-door solicitation with flyers (DellaVigna et. al. (2012), a customer who

lines up on a checkstand lane does not expect to be asked by cashier on the treated

day unless she notices the immediately proceeding customer being asked. Since the

atmosphere at cash register is quite hectic on busy time, it is highly unlikely that

a customer notices such interaction, and on less busy period, there is no previous

customer usually in front of a customer, thus such customer cannot expect the ask.

Thus, customers who are treated by "Ask" have little time to make a decision to

give or not to give. Lastly, in our setting, the cost to avoid being asked is extremely

high: a customer must forego all her shopping experience to leave the checkstand in

order to avoid being asked. However, notice that customers do not avoid the ask

not because of high cost but because they do not expect to be asked.

We also vary an additional context by running the field experiment study for the

same charity during two different time of the year: holiday season vs non-holiday
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Date Store 1 Treatment Store 2 Treatment
Sept.27-29 Cashiers provide coupons to donors Cashiers provide coupons to donors
Sept.30-Oct.3 "thank you" on Odd lanes (TYO) "thank you" on Odd lanes
Oct.4-6 Cashiers ask actively & TYO TYO only
Oct.7-8 TYO only TYO only
Oct.9-11 TYO only Cashiers ask actively & TYO
Oct.12-18 No TYO; Coupons to donors No TYO; Coupons to donors

Table 1: Charitable Giving for Wildfires Victims

period in wave 2 and wave 3. Further, we study giving behavior for local wildfires

cause in the wave one, which is unrelated to customer experience of purchasing food

for themselves while on other waves, customers are asked to help for the same needs

as ones for themselves: food.

3.3. Wildfires Charity Study

In September of 2015, while we are preparing to begin our charitable giving

study in partnership with a local food bank organization, there was an outbreak

of extensive wildfires in the Northern California to an extent that local residents

can notice an odor in an air for many days. To respond, we met with the retail

management on a timely fashion to revise our plan and selected American Red Cross

as target charity for the first wave of our study. The following schedule describes

exact communication message of the experimental design of the wave one charitable

giving study to the cashier department staffs by the management. The baseline

condition is flyer posted on every cashier register for the duration of the charitable

donation campaign.

3.4 Food Bank Charity Study I

From November 19th to December 31st of 2015, we implemented a second wave

of the charitable giving study in partnership with a local food bank charity at the
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Date Store 1 Treatment Store 2 Treatment
Nov.19-28 No coupons provided to donors No coupons provided to donors
Nov.29 Add giving coupon to donors Add giving coupon to donors
Dec.3-4 Cashiers provide coupon to donors All cashiers to actively ask (AA)
Dec.5-6 same as above AA & "thank you" on Odd (TYO)
Dec.7-8 same as above TYO only
Dec.9 same as above TYO ends
Dec.11-12 TYO only Cashiers provide coupon to donors
Dec.13-14 TYO & all cashiers to actively ask
Dec.15-16 TYO ends, active ask only
Dec.20 Remove all coupons Remove all coupons
Dec.20-31 Flyers only Flyers only

Table 2: Charitable Giving for Food Bank

same two establishments. Table 2 describes the schedule and experimental design

of the wave two study.

3.5 Food Bank Charity Study II: With Managerial Delegation

In April 2016, we implemented another field experiment to benefit the same local

Food Bank charity at the two establishments. The crucial design of the wave three

study is a change in the manager’s communication style to cashiers: cashiers are

encouraged to ask customers to make a donation on selected days; however, the

management changed the tone of the message as follows. The following schedule

describes exact communication message and the experimental design of the wave

three study.

On the treatment days, during a morning meeting between cashiers and cashier

supervisors, supervisors provide the following communication face to face: "Please

use your judgement and selectively talk to customers to request a donation to help

our Food Bank feed families in our community. Look at each customer and use your

own judgement. Thank you for your help. Let’s raise as much as we can today."

In determining the scheduling of ask treatment, we also considered the role of

relative timing of the active ask treatment with respect to the overall donation cam-
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Date Store 1 Treatment Store 2 Treatment
April 3-30 No coupons provided to donors Coupons provided provided to donors
April 3-5 All cashiers to ask actively All cashiers to ask actively
April 6-16 No AA, No coupon Coupons only
April 17-19 All cashiers to ask actively All cashiers to ask actively
April 20-30 No AA, No coupon Coupon only

Table 3: Charitable Giving for Food Bank (communication treated)

paign dates. In the previous wave of our field experiment, the ask treatment days

are scheduled after some days have elapsed from the opening day of the charitable

giving campaign. In order to remove a possibility that some customers may have

already donated to the charity by the time cashiers ask a customer to donate on the

treated days, we select the ask treatment days on the wave three on the opening day

of the campaign as well as in the middle of the period.

4. Results

Section 4.1 provides overall data summary. Section 4.2 provides evidence against

social pressure-driven giving response to verbal request by cashiers to donate. Sec-

tion 4.3 documents giving response to the extent of busyness at the retail establish-

ment. Section 4.4 provides evidence for self-signaling motive for giving. Section

4.5 investigates unconditional giving responses to presence of an acknowledgement

device for giving. Section 4.6 documents individual giving response to gratitude of

"thank you" expressed to donors.

4.1 Data Summary
The customer transactions in the three waves of field study translate to 118,942

observations of "10 minutes data": that is, we collapse close to 550,000 individual

transactions into 118,942 units of observation of individual customer data that con-

tains a charitable giving donation for each 10 minutes interval" per a lane. On
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average, during a 10 minutes interval at a given lane, individuals donate in total of

USD 0.027 while each cashier register complete 5.28 customer transactions per lane

on average. This corresponds to a probability of roughly 0.42% chance that any

random customer who arrives at a checkstand lane makes a donation, and that there

is a chance of 0.11% that a customer makes a donation greater than $5, and a chance

of 0.02% for more than USD 10. Conditionally that a customer makes a donation,

on average, an individual gives USD 4.40 in a transaction that includes 20.8 product

items purchased.

4.2 Evidence against Social Pressure-Driven Giving
This section provides suggestive evidence against individual giving response to

social pressure avoidance motive involving situations in which people receive verbal

solicitation by nonaffiliates of a target charity at a retail business venues where

solicitation is unexpected by solicitees. Documenting such response to aggressive

form of request for donation may help to unify the literature on social pressure driven

giving behavior, as well as to consider an additional motive as scope for scaling a

charitable donation campaign.

Our results cannot be explained by social pressure avoidance motive for giving:

we document overall negative or near zero effects of the solicitation on average un-

conditional giving amount per individual. In our setting, since the ask is unlikely to

be expected by a solicitee, it is not possible to avoid the ask; yet the social pressure

does not lead to any significant increase in unconditional giving amount per customer

in all three waves of the field study as shown in the tables.

While statistically significant results of unconditional giving amount are limited

to "hour-lane" level observations, notice, in the charitable giving campaign to help

the victims of local wildfires, the effect of the verbal request reduces the unconditional

giving per customer by 1.0 cent, which is statistically significant at 5% level. This

reduction of 1.0 cent on average giving per customer, which is a 38% decline in

average donation per customer, corresponds to an average of $2.23 reduction in

contribution conditionally that an individual customer donated. Since on average,

a customer who donated something, gave $4.40, the verbal request treatment lead
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Uncond. Giving Uncond. Prob. to Give Cond. Giving
Day -1.1 -0.14 -215.0
Hour -1.0 -0.02 -218.2
Day-Hour -0.9 -0.17 -226.9
Hour-Lane -1.0** -0.06 -223.3
10 min-Lane -1.1 -0.15 -244.1

Table 4: Giving to Wildfires

to 51% reduction in conditional giving amount. Such decline in conditional giving

amount bolsters to support the prediction that a solicitation blocks the channel

through which individuals would have experienced positive utility from voluntarily

initiate a verbal request to a checkstand worker to make a donation.

While our results document broad reduction in unconditional average giving per

customer for both the first and second waves of our field study, note that on the wave

1 charity study, the target charity provides rescue efforts for victims of wildfires

(e.g., providing blankets, temporary housing shelter, etc.) which is unrelated to

the work duty of the nonaffliates - selling food; on the other hand, on the second

wave of the field study, the target charity’s mission is to provide food to local at-risk

families, which is closely related to the work performed by the checkstand employees.

Compared to situations in which the nonaffliates’ regular task is unrelated to a

target charity, the effect of the verbal solicitation is smaller and turns to an increase

of 1.9 cent in unconditional average giving per customer, and the 51% reduction

on the conditional giving amount under the unrelated target charity reduces to 13%

reduction when the target charity’s mission is closely related. This evidence suggests

that the social context of the solicitor’s identity is relevant for individual giving

response to a solicitation.

On the wave 3, the target charity remains identical to the wave 2: local food

bank. Crucial difference in the design between the wave 2 and wave 3 study is

managerial communication: managers delegate the checktand employees on deciding
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Uncond. Giving Uncondi. Prob. to Give Cond. Giving
Day -0.6 0.09 -108.0*
Hour -0.2 -0.01 -81.7
Day-Lane 0.1 -0.08 -91.6
Hour-Lane 1.9** 0.10 -51.7
10 min-Lane -0.2 -0.02 -36.3

Table 5: Giving to Food Bank

Uncond. Giving Uncond. Prob. to Give Cond. Giving
Day 0.3 0.03 44.1(**)
Hour 0.2 0.01 44.7
Day-Lane -1.3 -0.04 37.1
Hour-Lane -0.6(**) 0.03 26.1
10 min-Lane 0.2 0.03 47.7

Table 6: Giving to Food Bank(message delegated)

whom to ask for donation in the following message: "Please use your judgement and

selectively talk to customers to request a donation to help food bank feel families in

our community. Look at each customer and use your own judgement. Thank you

for your help. Let’s raise as much as we can today." This message is in contrast to

the managerial style in the wave 1 and 2 in which the supervisors communicated in

an authoritative fashion.

Notice that the social context of the charitable giving drive on the wave 3 differs

from the wave 2 in another dimension: the wave 2 occurs in holiday season (spanning

across both Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, from November 19 to December

31). Because the wave 2 runs during the holiday period, we are not able to entirely

isolate the individual giving response to the managerial communication treatment

to solicitors from a potential effect arising from higher empathy people may feel

during holiday season for helping basic needs of at-risk family at such times. On

the wave 3, while the non-holiday time-line reduces both unconditional and condi-

tional mean giving per customer relative to previous waves (statistically significant

at hour, day-lane, lane-hour, and 10 minutes-lane level), the active ask treatment

(under delegation style of communication) in the wave 3 study broadly documents
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higher conditional giving amount on average; despite there is no clear effects on

unconditional giving and probability to make a donation, consistent with our predic-

tion: despite the delegation from the management may have had a positive impact

on a cashier’s intrinsic motivation to ask a customer to donate, a cashier may not

have skills to judge who to ask or simply too busy with their routine work to spend

mental energy to judge which customer would be best to ask.

Section 4.3 People Donate More and More Often When It’s Busy
First, conditionally on giving, mean donation per customer is higher when the

store is busier, as shown on the top row of the Tables A.2, A.4, A.6, A.8, A.10 in

Appendix, which are regression results for different slices of units of observations (day,

hour, day-lane, hour-lane, 10 minutes-lane, respectively). Second, unconditional

giving amount per customer and the probability for individual customer making

donations are also higher when the store is busier (first row of the tables A.3, A.5,

A.7, A.9, A.11). These results show that on average, a customer is not only more

likely to give but donate higher amount when the store is busier. All results are

statistically significant at every units of observation level such as day, hour, day-lane,

10 minutes-lane, except the significance disappears at hour-lane level.

While these results are consistent with the prediction 3 which links individual

giving response to social interaction utility (e.g. wanting to look good to others),

this naturally occurring variation of busyness (and correspondingly varying degree

of others observing individual’s giving decisions) does not allow researchers to pro-

vide a clear evidence for giving motive as unobservable characteristics (for instance,

income) of the type of customers who may visit at busier time may differ from that

of customers who visit at less busy period.

Somewhat surprisingly, coefficient of the number of items count (e.g. number of

products customers purchased) is negative and statistically significant at all slices

of the units of observation: conditionally on giving, donation per customer is lower

donate when the total number of products purchased during the time interval is
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10 min-Lane Uncond. Giving Uncond. Prob. to Give Cond. Giving
Revenue 0.005*** 0.009*** 2.2***
Item Count -9.9***
Spending (donor) 2.7***
Items (donor) -5.7***

Table 7: Effect of Purchase on Giving

higher, which suggests some heterogeneity of giving response that may arise from

purchasing behavior among certain customers which we do not observe 11

Section 4.4 Evidence for Self-Signaling Driven Giving
Notice that our study also exploits naturally occurring social treatment that

randomly exposes individual customers with different degree of observability by other

customers when making a decision to give: we rely on giving behavior at specific two

terminals that are located within a same checkstand lane, one in front and one away

- whether an individual customer goes to the front or away terminal is completely

random, while the degree of obserbability of giving behavior to other customers is

much higher on the front terminal than on the away one. As these double terminals-

equipped lanes are only in express lanes, we control for differential giving between

regular and express lanes, and as shown in Table A.13, unconditional probability

to give when individuals interact with cashiers at the Away checkstand terminal is

higher and statistically significant: that individuals are more likely to donate at the

Away terminal, in which there is lesser degree of observabability by other customers

waiting on the lane, relative to the front terminal, and the result is statistically

significant12. This result cannot be explained by "wanting to look nicer to other

non-employee people" motive: if wanting to look nice to other is a channel, customers

would give more and more frequently when more people are observing their giving

11Only conditional giving is reported as we do not have data on the product counts of customers
who did not donate.
12Checking F-test for the giving probability at Away terminal compatred to the average non-

Away checkstands and the giving probability at Express lane to average non-Express lane, the
coeficiant of Away terminal to non-express (and non-away) checkstand is positive and statistically
significant at the 5%-level without controlling for day of the week (column 3) and is significant at
the 10%-level when we control for the day of the week effect (column 4).
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Uncond. Giving Amt Uncond. Prob. to Give Cond. Giving Amt
(10 min-Lane level) (10 min - Lane level)

Away 1.1 (25% more) 0.27%*** (64% rise) -147.2* (34% less)
Express -1.2 (27% less) -0.09%*** (21% fall) -140.8*** (33% less)

Table 8: Effect of Away Lane

decisions in the Front terminal.

On away terminal, any random customer on average donates 25% more compared

to giving response at a non-away, regular lane, and is 64% more likely to donate.

Conditonally on giving, a donor gives 34% less on away lane compared to a non-away,

regular lane. This compares with lower average giving amount at all (combined away

and front) express lane, which is 27% less average amount, and is 21% less likely to

donate than average giving response at regular lane: this is intuitive as on express

lanes, people purchase less amount for themselves and/or may be in a hurry to leave

the store, compared to other customers in regular lanes.

Together with the evidence of higher unconditional giving probability associated

with less observability from other customers, the result of people giving more and

more often when the store is busier suggests that it may be specific context of social

relationship with whom people want to look nice to (i.e., wanting to show a goodwill

act to checkstand workers), and/or other social factors prevailing at busy times that

influence individual giving decisions, for instance, giving motive due to "seeking

behavior" individuals feel at busy atmosphere. While our evidence on Away shows

that wanting to look nice to other customers is unlikely the motive to give, it is

puzzling that lack of observabiltiy by other customers (i.e., more privacy) is associate

with higher probability to give. While our focus is not on the issue of privacy on

giving, we turn to Section 4.4 to isolate the aforementioned two mechanisms by

investigating giving in 10 minutes interval at the time around when the number of

on-duty checkstand changes.

Section 4.5 Evidence for Acknowledgement Device-Driven Giving
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Uncond. Giving Uncond. Prob. to Give Cond. Giving
10 min-Lane (Cents) (%) (Cents)
All 1.6*** (59% rise) 0.23*** (52% rise) -56.3** (12% less)
w/Control 1.6*** 0.24*** -19.8

Table 9: Effect of Coupon Provided to Donor

This section investigates another channel for wanting to look nice to others motive

of customers associated with receiving coupon from cashiers, as receiving a coupon

can be seen by others, either at the time a cashier provides a coupon to a customer,

or when a donor walks over to customer service desk to place the coupon into a

designated donation box.

While a coupon is handed out by a cashier to a customer after the customer

makes a donation, the act of a cashier to hand out a coupon to giving customer is

anticipated if a customer donated previously at the store. To begin, we provide

evidence that coupons on treys located at checkstands lead to higher mean donation

amount per customer and more frequent giving on average: unconditional giving size

per customer and probability to give is higher when the coupon is available than

without, and both are statistically significant at 10 minutes-lane level: on average,

average customer donation is 59% higher and any random customer is 52% more

likely to donate. Conditionally on giving, an average customer donation is 12%

lower than individual giving response without a thank you note, suggesting larger

increase of smaller donors than an increase of larger donors in relative magnitude.

Section 4.6 People Donate Less and Less Often with "Thank you"
Notice our finding that there is a statistically significant difference in both uncon-

ditional giving amount per customer and the probability to give when the checkstand

workers are instructed by management to say "Thank you" to customers who donate

on odd number checkstands (lane, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, ....etc.): average unconditional giving

amount per customer and probability to give is lower on lanes where customers who
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donate receive "Thank you" greeting by cashiers in recognition for giving13. This

result is robust to to all slices of the units of observation (day, hour, lane, hour x

lane, 10 minutes x lane), and the coefficient is fairly similar across under all units

of observation. This finding is puzzling and unexpected for the following two rea-

sons: first, because of chaotic nature of the checkstand lanes, it is unlikely that the

giving related action of the previous customer influences an individdual giving de-

cision of the next customer: the next customer is unlikely to notice whether or not

the proceeding customer in front of her donated or received "Thank you" gratitude.

Second, because on average, a "giving" customer occurs only so infrequently, it is

puzzling why the interaction of a previous customer with a cashier influences overall

individual giving response.

To explore the aforementioned puzzling response of the following customers to

a cashier’s verbal gratitude to the previous customer, we manually inspected all of

the individual customer transaction data whether or not a charitable donation is

being made, and not in one instance, there were two consecutive individual customer

making a donation, whether or not the treatment of saying "Thank you" is in effect.

This implies that the reduction on average individual giving is induced not via the

channel of a reaction to seeing a previous customer receiving a verbal gratitude but

via a face to face interaction of a cashier and a customer herself. One potential

interpretation of this interaction is that the cashiers are in a worse mood under the

treatment of saying "Thank you", and such non-verbal expression interacted with

an individual customer’s decision.

As shown in the following table, relative to the control (circumstances in which

cashiers do not say thank you to donors), individual customer’s average uncondi-

tional giving amount is approximately 82% lower at 10 minutes per lane level, and

probability to give is 40% lower than the control condition. Note not only customers

donate less often and lesser amount on average, but those who donated gave 23%

less than under the control. (reduction of USD 4.40 by USD 1.02).

13The thank you on odd lane treatment is carried on the wave 1 campaign only.
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Uncond. Giving Uncond. Prob. to Give Cond. Giving 14

Day -0.7* -0.05% -14.9
Hour -0.9*** -0.01% -48.3
Day-Lane -1.3 -0.03% -45.5
Hour-Lane -1.4** -0.16%** -114.9
10 min-Lane -2.2*** (82% less) -0.17%*** (40% less) -101.9** (23% less)

Table 10: Effect of "Thank you to Preceeding Donor" on Giving

Section 4.7 People Donate Less and Less Frequently on Even lanes
(where cashiers are not instructed to say "thank-you") during “thank-you” treatment

compared to on all lanes during the non-treated period

Note that the results in the section 4.6 compared the mean giving on the odd lanes

during the treated period to mean giving on all other non-treated observations. Here

we consider the interaction effect of the treatment to say "Thank you for donation",

and being on odd lanes, i.e. we decompose the effect of the thank-you treatment to

the effect of the thank-you treatment on even lanes and being on odd lanes during

the treated period.

Interestingly our results show that average giving on even lanes (where cashiers

are NOT instructed to say "thank you for donation") is lower and is statistically

significant compared to average giving on all lanes during the non-treated period,

while it appears that average giving on the odd lanes with thank-you treatment

during the treated period appears to be slightly higher than that on even lanes

without the thank-you treatment during the treated period. While it appears that the

thank-you treatment may have induced slightly more giving on odd lanes, compared

to even lanes during the treated period, the lack of its significance may have been

due to the fact that, within any given day, some cashiers are assigned to alternate on

both odd and even lanes during the treated day and may be confused as to whether

or not to say "thank you", or that for some other reason, mood of the cashiers on

the even lanes are worse than compared to the non-treated period. In the latter,

it may have been due to cashier’s emotion, in which they were instructed by the

management to express emotion of gratitude which one does not feel "connected to".
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5. Interpretation

In this section, we interpret the results to unity findings from an established

literature as well as to consider a scope for alternative interpretations.

5.1 Social Pressure Avoidance Motive

Context of Social Pressure
First, our results on the effect of the active solicitation relates to an established

literature on social pressure avoidance driven giving (Andreoni et. al. (2016), An-

dreoni et. al. (2015), DellaVigna et. al. (2012) among others), which report higher

unconditional average giving when exposed to an aggressive form of ask. Note also

that in the aforementioned literature, all solicitations are performed by charity af-

filiated employees or workers who are solely hired and compensated for the task of

asking individuals for a specific charity. Another key measure of our setting that dis-

tinguishes our design from others is that, in an established literature aforementioned,

when an individual is treated to a social pressure treatment, she/he is aware before

exposure to a specific instance of solicitation act that such solicitation is forthcom-

ing (e.g., in Andreoni et al. (2015) in which individuals arrive in front of a grocery

store and approaches the store’s entrance doors, they are aware that solicitors may

ask them for donation before individuals actually arrive at one of the entrances; in

DellaVigna et.al. (2012), when flyers are left on residences’ doors, individuals are

expecting such social pressure treatment. Moreover, in most of the literature afore-

mentioned, individuals may sort out of the ask treatment; thus, conditional giving

represents giving response of individuals who choose to sort into the treatment when

people are expect the ask.

In our setting, an individual does not anticipate being exposed to a solicitation

to donate to a charity while she approaches a checkstand worker who normally does

not solicit a customer to give. Furthermore, unlike other form of solicitation charity

affiliates may conduct in public space or residences where people may choose to avoid

interacting with solicitors, in our setting, when am individual customer lines up in

checkstand lanes and arrives at a cashier terminal, the individual does not sort out
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of a lane even if or when she may realize a cashier may ask for donation: opting

out requires abandoning entire items for purchase, which is highly costly, as people

have spent some time to select shopping items. Consistent with this mechanism,

Andreoni et. al. (2016) provides evidence for much lower impact of active asking on

avoidance of social pressure when solicitation is performed by charity affiliates near

the entrance of a supermarket when the cost to avoid the ask is high, as avoiding

the ask to enter through an alternative entrance os rather uncomfortable in a harsh

winter weather day in Alaska: however, they do not provide any evidence on giving

responses.

Alternative Interpretation: Role of Expecting the Ask
While the near zero impact of the ask by nonaffiliates we report bolsters to

provide support to our proposition that such asking may block a potential channel

of experiencing a satisfaction for individual’s desire for wanting to initiate a goodwill

act of requesting a donation to a cashier, the crucial role of expectation for exposure

to social pressure and time-line of making giving decision merits us to consider an

alternative interpretation: notice in the setting an established literature documents

social pressure driven evidence, individuals are cognitively exposed to the social

pressure before they actually interact with a solicitor - that is, there are some type

of message from a communication device or human act that informs solicitees to

expect the ask in advance.

When such expectation for social pressure is perceived by individuals, individuals

are warned, those who would like to avoid such social pressure to make a donation

will think about whether or not to give, and may justify an excuse not to give. If

there is a way to avoid such social pressure, those who may justify making decision

not to give will sort out, and those who do not justify an excuse to give will not

sort out and choose to be exposed to such social pressure. Notice that when this

expectation for the ask are perceived by individuals who sort out of the ask, their

desire to make a donation has already been declined relative to a condition under

no such awareness (expectation) of the ask forthcoming. On the other hand, the

desire for giving among individuals who do not sort out of such social pressure are
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not reduced: and they receive an exposure to the ask. This process mechanically

creates a large difference between the probability of giving among individuals who

sort out vs. the probability of giving among individuals who do not sort out to such

social pressure, even if the real giving response from such social pressure is moderate

or none.

In our setting, individuals are unlikely to expect the ask from solicitors; thus

the reduction of a baseline desire to give that would have occurred due to justifying

an excuse not to give would not be realized. Thus, the baseline for giving response

remains unchanged. When individuals are exposed to the ask, potential loss in utility

from making an initiative to interact with a checkstand worker to make a donation is

blocked, thus, utility from giving will not become higher even if such individual may

decide to give: thus, the verbal request by a checkstand worker does not increase the

giving response; furthermore, because such channel is blocked, the giving response

under social pressure may be lower than the individual response under the absence of

the ask, which we see in our results of the wave 1 and wave 2. When the management

delegates the checkstand workers to decide who to ask in the wave 3 field study, it is

plausible that the cashiers asked more selectively and such reframing of the ask by

the management may have mitigated the negative effect from potential loss of utility

in individual giving decision that would otherwise have occurred due to the block of

the channel individuals experience a satisfaction by initiating an interaction to make

a request to give.

5.2 Role of Framing of Communications on Giving

Role of Coupon (Thank you note)
The increase in giving response from presence of coupons may be due to a cus-

tomer’s "wanting to initiate an interaction with a checkstand worker" motive, and/or

perception of a coupon as reminder as it may signal an individual customer’s last

giving experience, especially if the customer has placed a coupon on the donation

box previously: these motives can exist because customers can notice coupons on

the trey before deciding to give.
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To limit the scope of interpretation of the mechanism behind such giving response

to a coupon, we also made a request to the customer service desk representatives to

record the number of coupons deposited into the designated donation box. Condi-

tonally on giving, approximately 20% less individuals who were thanked by cashiers

at the time of giving deposited coupons in the box, suggesting that coupon may be

serving as a gratidude-seeking device: people want to be thanked for act of giving

but gratitude do not occur till a few minutes after giving is completed, so they give

first.

Interpretation of Effect of Receiving a Gratitude on Giving
The fact that our result is the opposite of our prediction 5 suggests that the

influence of a cashier saying "Thank you" does not seem to operate via a channel for

"wanting to look nice to other customers" motive: put differently, seeing other indi-

vidual customer receiving "Thank you" greeting may be responsible for influencing

individuals to behave more selfishly and justify others’ giving behavior as an ex-

cuse not to give. That the "Thank you on giving" treatment reduces unconditional

probability of giving more than $5 much more severely than it reduces unconditional

probability of giving more than $10, as shown in Table 14, provides a support that

the mechanism of perceiving other’s giving behavior as an excuse not to give may

be in play, as this channel should affect altruistic givers (who tend to give higher

amount) less.

Notice that on conditional on giving, while individual customers who make a

donation are not required to carry the coupon they received to deposit in the donation

box located at the customer courtesy desk, fair share of the donors take a time to walk

over to place the coupons on the box although the customer service desk is located

on one end of the checkstand lanes. On the days we had "Thank you" treatment

on odd lanes, the donation box received 20% less coupons from the odd lanes than

from the even lanes. This is the only part of our data that are collected manually:

customer service representative opened the box and collected the coupons. Upon a

closer inspection, we notice that there are some coupons that came from even number

lanes (checkstands that cashiers were not instructed to say "thank you") that were
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torned in the middle by hand in exactly same shape, suggesting these coupons came

from one single customer from a cashier provided multiple coupons as the customer

made a large amount of donation.

Adjusting for these multiple coupons placed by one individual, the difference in

the counts between those that were given in odd number lanes and in even number

lanes disappears. The fact that there are no such multiple coupons that come from

on a single individual from the odd lane (in which donors received "thank you"

gratitude) merits a further inquiry into a channel in which such interactions between

individual customers and the cashiers’ "thank you" gratitude on the odd number

lane may have impacted giving decisions as well as post-giving optional activity of

placing the thank you coupon into the box.

This evidence combines with the evidence for the reduced individual giving re-

sponse under "Thank you" exposure on odd number lanes to suggest, that among

customers who made donations, higher percentage of those customers who donated

in the odd lanes in which cashiers say "Thank you" engage in a post-giving optional

activity to walk over to the customer courtesy desk where they may receive a word

of "Thank you" or at least a glance of appreciation by the courtesy clerk, suggesting

that individual customers who received words of "Thank you" at the time of making

donations, may have received some utility, and thus decided to further seek an op-

portunity to receive another gratitude by walking over to the customer service desk

and deposited the coupons.

Recall that the presence of coupons in all lanes is associated with higher uncondi-

tional giving per customer and higher probability to give. The notion of individuals’

wanting to be appreciated by customer desk representatives, conditionally on giving,

is consistent with such finding since, without coupons in treys, the channel to seek

such appreciation for giving is removed. Notice, however, on the "Thank you" treat-

ment on odd lanes, when potential donors are approaching cashier terminals on odd

number lanes, they notice something different about facial expression of cashiers: we

document lower unconditional mean giving amount, lower unconditional probability

to give; however, conditionally on giving, the likelihood to engage in post-giving ac-

tivity to place coupons in the donation box at the customer service desk is higher.
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Facial Expression and Emotional Contagion
While the aforementioned interpretation for the lower contribution response to

"thank you" to other’s act of giving is not implausible, it is still puzzling why see-

ing others being thanked for their giving act influences overall giving behavior in

situations where on average, a giving occurs rather infrequently. This strongly

urges researchers to consider an alternative interpretation of the mechanism behind

the reduced giving response from the treatment: it is more plausible that individual

giving response may have been influenced by facial expression of cashiers in the odd

number lanes. While what expression may be causing this channel to reduce giving

response is not addressed in our field study and merits a further research in the

future, the management interprets that cash register operators may have a certain

expression when they have been instructed to thank someone for a cause they might

not personally be interested in: that is, certain expression among cashiers on odd

lanes have interacted with the mind of individual customers; and this interaction is

responsible for lower giving response from the treatment of saying "Thank you".

Prior literature on the effect of such emotional contagion on charitable giving

is limited: on one instance, researchers recruit students and offer $10 for the time,

and on the experiment, expose students to either to advertising for charitable giving

with happy face character and show identical charity advertisement with a sad face

photo, and ask students to donate some of the $10 payment towards the charity

(Small, Ferrochi, 2009). While they report higher giving when students are exposed

to sad face, human emotion can vary in another dimension and is more complex. In

our case, compared to the control of normal facial expression in even lanes, individual

customers on odd lanes are exposed to expression of cash register operators who may

appear reluctant or somewhat uncomfortable with themselves.

5.3. Threat for Self-Signaling Motive

Speed Pressure from Other Customers
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Together with the evidence of higher unconditional giving probability in "Away"

cash register terminals associated with less observability from other customers, the

evidence of people giving more and more often when the store is busier suggests that

it may be specific context of social relationship with whom people want to look nice

to (i.e., wanting to signal a goodwill act to checkstand workers), and/or other social

factors prevailing at busy times that influence individual giving decisions, for in-

stance, giving motive due to "seeking behavior" individuals feel at busy atmosphere.

While our evidence in the Away terminal shows that wanting to look nice to other

customers is unlikely the motive to give, it is puzzling that lack of observabiltiy by

other customers (i.e., more privacy) is associated with higher probability to give.

One potential channel for a reduced giving response in the Front terminal relative

to the Away may be due to speed pressure on one’s own transaction from other

customers waiting in line. If such pressure is operative, the Front lane should observe

lower giving behavior we observe. However, we do not have a definitive evidence of

the speed pressure to other customers on individual giving response: in our test of

effect of the increase (or decrease) on number of open lanes during 10 minutes interval

relative to the previous 10 minutes interval, the giving response is little changed when

an additional lane opens (e.g. length of customer wait line in a lane become shorter);

on the other hand, while the overall higher giving at busy time (e.g. longer wait lane)

is in odd with this potential mechanism, the negative coefficient of item counts jointly

estimated with lane level revenue is suggestive that some degree of the speed pressure

may be influencing individual giving decisions. However, the negative coefficient of

items count on giving at express lanes (where Front and Away terminals are located)

is more than 300% smaller than the negative coefficient in regular lanes, which implies

that the speed pressure from other customers on individual giving response is much

less on express lane, and thus speed pressure from other customers waiting in a lane

is unlikely to explain the evidence of higher unconditional probability to give in the

Away terminal.

5.4 Covariates: Busyness and Giving

Can Lane Length Predict Giving?
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Using 10 minutes interval - lane data, we identify times/days of the week where

there is a change in the number of open lanes. We exploit the knowledge that when

the number of currently open lanes increases (or decreases) relative to the number of

open lanes during the proceeding 10 minutes period, "busyness" aspect of the store

is influenced while the volume of revenue being processed at the store level is unlikely

to experience a discreet jump (or drop): customer line length becomes shorter.

As reported in Table 15, we find both unconditional mean giving amount and

probability to give are higher not only when there is busyness at a lane level (total,

which is total revenues of purchase transactions at 10 minutes interval-lane level) but

also when there is overall sense of busyness in the store (totallanes, which is the total

number of open lanes within a store). Change in the number of currently open lane

from the count of open lanes in that lane during the proceeding 10 minutes interval

is not found to be statistically significant (laneopened) although the coefficient is

slightly negative, suggesting a decline in busyness at a lane level (length of waiting

line at a lane) does not seem to affect giving behavior.

Heterogeneity in Customer Visits
While we document higher and more frequent giving when the store is busier,

this result itself does not provide an evidence for wanting to look good to others

motive as customer assignment to different social factor that varies over time is not

random. One such potential to not interpret this evidence as wanting to look good

to others’ motive may arise, for instance, if higher income individuals tend to shop

at busier time.

If if there is no heterogeneity of customers between different time period with

respect to their income level, we cannot rule out there may be other potential het-

erogeneity in customer characteristic we do not observe that may be responsible for

the positive correlation of giving response to busyness15

While the business establishment does not track identifier of each individual store

visitor (e.g., the financial billing system submits confidential personal credit card

15The positive correlation is similar with respect to the entire lane level revenue per units of
observation, or with respect to the total spending of "giving" customers at a lane level.
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information securely to financial services provider), interviews with management

provides two qualitative findings worthy of notice: (1) local shoppers visit more

frequently on weekdays; (2) Social interaction with cashiers may not matter to some

people who may visit the store more likely on certain days of the week such as

weekend, which may allow needed control to utilize data we have on givers (last

4 digit of credit card number, whether receipts include milk as purchase, ratio of

coupons to givers).

For instance, for some type of customers (e.g., those who purchase large number

of variety of produce that are relatively inexpensive per item count), on busier day

or hour, since higher customer transaction and item counts are positively correlated,

if busier lane disables a person’s option to go to her/his preferred cashier, who may

trigger wanting to give, this disenabling of social interaction between a customer and

a checkstand worker may explain the negative coefficient of items count. If this

mechanism is operative at busy time, however, the higher giving per customer on

a busy period we observe in the data requires that busier time draws larger share

of customers who do not care about familiar cashier interactions when deciding to

give (that is, they do not experience much utility by voluntarily requesting to their

familiar cashier to make a donation).16

Rare Occasion Shopper
Qualitative research with interviewing managers suggests local shoppers may

spend less per visit and come to the store more frequently while commuter shop-

pers may spend more per visit and shop only occasionally, usually when the store is

busy. That local shoppers who spend smaller amount per visit but visit more often

necessarily implies that unconditionally probability to give will be lower for local

shoppers than for commuter shoppers if they are equally altruistic. If this charac-

terization of heterogeneity of customer visits is in play, then, higher unconditional

amount of giving when the store is busier is due to higher proportion of commuter

type shoppers at busy time relative to local shopper type, and higher probability to

16This does not necessarily imply that such individual would not suffer a loss in their utility when
she is intending to volunteerily make a donation and she gets soliciated by the cashier to give.
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give when the store is busier may be due to local shoppers visiting the store at less

busy times (weekday morning and mid afternoons).

While we are unable to verify heterogeneity of customers at any give period, our

individual giving data includes last 4 digits of individual customers credit/debit cards

who give. If more local shopper type are predominantly making donation during less

busy time such as weekday morning and mid afternoon, we expect to see higher

incidence of same last 4 digits associated with observed donations during less busy

period, rather than during busy times. Furthermore, spending amounts associated

with the same last 4 digits of a credit should be lower on less busy time and higher

on the busy period.

Alternative Interpretation: "Alone Togetherness"
While it is also possible that high income customers may be visiting the stores

on busy time to generate the result, it is somewhat of a puzzle why busyness per se

may lead individuals to give more and more often. It is possible, as theorized by

social psychologists, when the store is busy, it creates a sense of "alone togetherness"

(people are together but weakly connected) and it triggers "seeking behavior" (in

a sense of seeking to interact with someone in a manner that is not too personal,

and in such setting, giving is one such activity. If "seeking behavior" from alone

togetherness is operative, we should see higher and more frequent giving from the

lanes in the middle of the store relative to the both end of the lanes when the store is

busy. In fact, this theory is consistent with our finding for Away terminal in which we

report higher individual giving probability: despite individuals who arrive at Away

terminal are less observed by other customers waiting in line, the act of passing

through the Front terminal customer to arrive at Away terminal makes people feel

they are in the middle of a busy place, and their giving response is triggered.

6. Conclusion

In exploring how individuals respond to social interactions and other factors in

charitable giving campaigns carried out as a series of field experiments in partnership
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with large retail establishments, our study documents a novel findings of prosocial

behavior. When individuals cannot avoid the ask and do not expect to be asked,

solicitation by non-charity affiliates appears to be not an effective vehicle to meet a

given fund-raising goal. In all three waves in which individuals have an opportunity

to donate to two different local charities, asking for donation appears to block the

channel in which individuals would have received satisfaction from initiating com-

munication with ’non-soliciting’ checkstand workers under the absence of the ask.

This social interaction seeking-driven interpretation behind giving decision re-

ceives a support by our finding that individuals are more likely to give when they

are less observed by other individual customers who may observe their act of giving.

That is, individual’s giving motive is not positively correlated with more people to

whom an act of giving can be shown to, but appears to be driven by wanting to

voluntarily initiate a personal interaction with a receiver of the giving when one can

signal such behavior clearly (i.e., by deciding to donate when others cannot see your

act of giving, you signal to yourself clearly of your intent of giving is not due to

selfish motive of looking good to others) although this seeking to interact behavior

may also be correlated with busyness within the store.

Another unexpected finding documents that provision of appreciation for giving

without materialistic value ("Thank you" note to acknowledge giving) is positively

correlated with higher unconditional giving amount and higher probability to give;

however, when the thank you note provision is delivered concurrently with verbal

"Thank you" gratitude, the provision is associated with lower unconditional average

giving amount per customer and lower probability to give. One possible interpreta-

tion for this result is individuals perceive something different about facial expression

of cash register workers when the workers are instructed to say "Thank you", that

customers may have interpreted such expression of cashiers as some type of warning

(to think more about whether or not to give) prior to making giving decisions: under

such situations, individuals may behave more selfishly by thinking of excuses not to

give.

Our setting was selected as field experiment with an goal to identify avenues to

scale charitable giving campaign without spending additional human resources and
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other expense, as the traditional strategy of relying on paid solicitors and charitable

organization employees is not scalable. Despite our results leave a room for further

research on why expressing gratitude may interact with customer’s lower giving re-

sponse, and how not expecting the ask plays a role in social pressure driven giving,

our finding can bolster some needed understanding of guidelines for business firms

and nonprofit organizations to effectively deliver charitable giving campaigns: the

ineffectiveness of verbal solicitation by nonaffliates and lower giving response from

providing verbal gratitude by nonaffliates further streamlines the ease of scalability

of optimal design of public-business partner fund-raising campaign, whether it is to

be implemented at physical retail stores as well as via wireless mediated platforms,

or hybrid of the two.

Future work could involve manipulating individual customers’ expectation for

the ask to unify giving response to social pressure, as well as to utilize technology

mediated communication device available to individuals during fund-raising drive,

in particular, to create situations or digital experience that allows for self-signaling

motive to give. By designing such customer experience that allows for scalable

charitable giving campaigns at business venues, organizations may be able to exploit

available information on social interactions and understanding of proper framing of

communications to align interests of charities, business partners, with motives of

individual customers and other partners involved to mobilize money for good for a

variety of charities.
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Essays in Managing People and Organization: Three Field Experiments  
  
    Chapter 2:  Optimal Strategy for Delegation of Prosocial Tasks  
 
 
    One of the key findings of the chapter one is, in situations where workers who are instructed to 
ask for charitable donations are unaffiliated with the charity, social pressure from the workers in 
the form of a verbal request to customers to make a donation appears to lead to non-positive 
impacts on the fundraising outcome in terms of average donation amount per cashier per hour 
received by customers.  Our result contrasts with common findings from the established 
literature (Dellavigna, List, Malmendier, 2012, Andreani and Rao, 2014.) in which all workers 
are affiliated with the charity.  
 
     The disparity of our results leads us to ask a question related to the role of managerial practice 
on delegation of a prosocial task: is the ineffectiveness of the verbal solicitation for donation due 
to the retail cash register employees not knowing when and whom to ask?  Needless to say, a 
cashier job is a hectic one by itself, and being instructed to make a verbal request to a customer 
when the cash register lane is busy, isn’t something cashier employees would look forward to. 
Our prior is that, if the management communicates to the workers in a way that provides more 
authority and delegated who and when to ask for donation, the workers’ frustration may lessen 
and the social pressure treatment may not necessarily lead to non-positive impacts on the average 
donation amount and frequency even if the workers are non-charity affiliates. 
 
     The idea for the this question sprung when we sat with the management staff at the office of 
the retail store, from which a third party charity affiliate worker was seen standing outside on the 
street to make a verbal request for a donation.  The manager hinted that the charity affiliated 
worker does not ask every passerby.  She selectively asked a passerby by making eye contact 
first and then relying on her educated guess to decide whom to ask, as asking every person can 
become both tiresome and stressful to cope with too frequent rejections.  It is possible that in our 
field experiment in which the cash register workers were instructed to ask customers to make a 
donation, the workers may have faced too many rejections and become frustrated. Expression of 
frustrated cashiers certainly will not help trigger a goodwill from customers who may otherwise 
have made a donation, even if not being verbally requested to donate.  
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     While it is beyond the scope of our study to determine the exact mechanism behind the 
non-positive impacts from verbal solicitation by the workers, as we are unable to measure the 
frequency of a worker making verbal request, in this chapter, we aim to test in another field 
experiment implemented at the same retail establishment for a fundraiser for the identical  
charitable organization, whether the style of manager's communication to the employees' about 
verbally requesting customers to make a donation at cash registers may influence an average 
donation from customers raised by a cashier per given period of time.  This section begins with 
background and related literature, followed by conceptual prediction, design of the experimental, 
findings, and discussion. 
 
  
    Related Literature 
  
     In economics, the study of leadership has received considerably much less attention, 
especially in empirical work than in psychology and organizational behavior.  While not 
explicitly about delegation of tasks, a small number of established papers exist in theoretical 
work that explore leadership in organizations (Homai, et al., 2007) and a small yet growing 
number of empirical work that explores whether and how leadership may have effects on various 
economic outcomes, including, economic growth (Jones and Olken, 2005), provision of public 
goods (Chattupadhyay and Duflo, 2004), firm profitability (Malmendier and Tate, 2009), and 
good leadership characteristics (Lazear, 2010).  Somewhat distant yet related to this chapter is 
another strand of established literature on organizational economics, which explore, primarily 
theoretically, how management practices, leadership, delegation interacts towards the outcome of 
a firm's performance (Aghion and Tirole, 1995, Garicano, 2002, Alonso, Dessein, and 
Matouschek, 2008, Marin and Verdier, 2008, and Dessein, Garicano and Gertler, 2010).  Recent 
contributions in the interactions of leadership and delegation have been made on the empirical 
side including  Acemoglu, Aghion, Lelarge, Van Reenen, Zilibotti, 2007, Bloom, Sadun, Van 
Reenen, 2012, Bloom, Garicano, Sadun and Van Reenen, 2014, and Bloom, Sadun, and Van 
Reenen, 2016, and Alfaro, Bloom, Conconi, Fadinger, Legros, Newman, Sadun, Van Reenen, 
2017. 
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     Greater attention to the study of leadership in economics has been received in the area of 
experimental economics although the scope and nature of the questions explored are not closely 
related to this chapter.  A large number of experimental economics papers use simple laboratory 
experiments to study the effects of leadership in the context of voluntary public good games 
(Potters, Sefton, Vesterlund., 2007, Hermalin, 1998, Vesterlund, 2003).  Field experiment papers 
on leadership are rare, most likely for the inevitable nature of endogeneity that tend to be 
observed due to selection into leader’s performance although some of the potential endogeneity 
issues can be addressed with panel data study (Huselid and Becker, 1996; Black and Lynch, 
2004).  In addition, recent papers that focuses on field experiments in firms to evaluate the 
impact of individual management practices have emerged (Bellemare and Shearer, 2011; 
Bandiera, Barankay and Rasul, 2011; Manthei and Sliwka, 2014, Friebel et  al., 2015.)  These 
field experiments are based on a single firm, and unlike the broader survey studies, they allow a 
credible identification of causal effects. 
 
     This chapter relates more closely to another strand of literature that studies how delegating 
discretion to employees can foster value creation from various mechanisms: delegation facilitates 
efficient decision making in fast changing, and/or complex environments, allowing for the 
efficient use of local knowledge (Aghion, Bloom, Van Reenen, 2013, Jensen and Meckling, 
1992, and Radner 1993); delegation increases autonomous motivation of employees (Spreitzer, 
1995, Thosmas and Velthouse, 1990); delegation increases behavioral effort and persistence and 
higher level of prosocial behaviors (Gagne and Deci, 2005, Ryan and Deci 2000, Weinstein & 
Ryan 2010); delegation provides a motivation in leveraging the value creation potential of 
human assets (Bridoux, Cocuderoy and Durand, 2011, Gottschalg and Zollo, 2007, Lindenberg 
and Foss 2011). 
 
     The experimental literature side on this line of work concentrates on exploring impacts of 
management control on workers’ motivation includes Black and Lynch, 2001 (joint decision 
makings can make firm more productive); Handel and Levine, 2004 (jobs with more autonomy 
reduces disutility of efforts); Falk and Kosfeld, 2006 and Dirkinson and Villeval, 2008 (agents 
choose to make more efforts when the principal does not force a minimum amount of effort).  
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However, little work has been explored on role of increased autonomy on motivation: one of the 
rare work is Charness, Cobo-Reyes, Jimenez, Lacomba and Lagos, 2012, which provides an 
evidence in a field experiment that delegating one’s wage choice induces employees to make 
higher effort than under the traditional wage setting in which management sets the wage level - 
their work, although it answers a different question, is perhaps the closest in spirit to the question 
we pursue in this chapter: the relationship between managerial style of delegating tasks at 
workplace and employee performance on prosocial tasks when employees are on duty at a 
workplace. 
 
     This chapter is also related to a lesser extent to some recent work In labor economics, in 
which they show some evidence that worker's effort responds to non-financial incentives - which 
peers may be observing your work, Mas and Moretti, 2009, whether your supervisor or colleague 
share same ethnic heritage as you, Hjort, 2014.  The importance of the role of social factors on 
employee effort is even more evident, as it is suggested in a recent field observational study, 
Hirakawa, 2017, worker's effort level does not appear to respond to wage increase among hourly 
salaried workers at US based retail establishments where wage setting is not delegated. Together, 
this highlights a merit to study the role of managerial delegation on collective outcome, in 
particular, on how a manager communicates to workers about a request to partake on prosocial 
tasks through a charitable fundraising campaign at the retail store cash registers.  The question 
we pursue in this chapter is an important one not only for a developed economy but also for a 
developing economy where vast share of one's work is carried on non-financial grounds, i.e., 
helping others, doing favors, in both social sector as well as in private sector.  Another reason 
why this question is worthwhile is that many leaders of nonprofit organizations (as well as for for 
profit firms) are so passionate and hardworking individuals who expect so much for themselves 
and others that it makes it difficult to delegate an authority to others in their organizations, and 
we hope to provide a useful message. 
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    Background 
  
    At the start of this study, I socialized an idea of scheduling a brief meeting with the cashier 
employees at the retail store in which we bring a representative from the charitable organization 
to talk about the mission of their projects to benefit a local community.  When I discussed this 
idea with a scholar at Harvard Business School, I received a response that such a strategy may 
not turn out to be effective in delegating prosocial task at workplace. In fact, the scholar 
expressed that she has seen a case study in which a group of people who were greeted by a team 
running the charitable donation who presented nothing about the mission but solely orchestrated 
the charitable task as "fun activities that are easy” in a cheesy fashion, end up making more 
efforts, compared to a scenario where a group of people were provided with a presentation where 
they learn about the mission and meaningfulness of the charitable task.  
 
    This conversation influenced us to reconsider what would be an ideal treatment to expose the 
cashier workers with, in order to promote a charitable fundraiser.  Rather than asking the senior 
management staff of the firm or a staff from the charitable organization to provide an 
informational meeting about the mission of the fundraiser, we consulted the firm’s management 
staffs to identify a treatment that can be simply implemented before we selected the “delegation” 
treatment as described in the Research Design. 
 
 
    Conceptual Framework 
 
    As mentioned in the literature review, there are three different channels of mechanisms under 
which a delegating a task can lead to an improved performance measure by those who receive a 
communication message related to the delegation in question: first, delegation cam allow for 
more efficient decision making and greater local knowledge where a decision is being made; 
second, delegation may lead to increased intrinsic motivation and more effort; third, delegation 
influences people to act more prosocially.  In addition, as we offered as a potential explanation 
for reduced giving when the cashiers were instructed to say thank you, delegation may prevent a 
worse mood: put differently, delegation may make workers to be in a less worse mood, although 
it is not theoretically clear how a less worse mood may impact an outcome measure of question. 
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    Predictions 
  
    Prediction 8(a):  On the managerial practice of encouraging workers to solicit customers to 
give, communication style with delegation (e.g., manager communicating to cashiers that they 
know best which customer to ask) may influence the effectiveness of the ask exposure on 
individual response to give. However, because charitable fundraising drive is not a normal work 
duty of cashiers and the duty of cashier transaction is rather a hectic one, positive influence of 
the delegation on the donation outcome variable may not be significant. 
 
 
    Prediction 8(b):  While communication style with delegation may lead to a higher average 
donation per a customer, if the more efficient decision making due to delegation is dominant 
force, the delegation treatment may lead to higher conditional giving amount per a donating 
customer; on the other hand, if increased intrinsic motivation or higher inclination to behave 
prosocially is more operative, the delegation treatment should induce lower conditional giving 
amount as it should be associated with broader range of customers who have been asked to 
donate and decided to make a donation. 
 
 
A cashier worker’s motivation to carry out the prosocial task shares the positive relationship with 
each of the channels - the higher extent of delegation: more efficient decision making as to who 
to ask due to greater local knowledge; increased intrinsic motivation; and higher inclination to 
behave prosocially.  While efficient decision making channel from the delegation treatment may 
influence a cashier worker to selectively ask and thus may lead to a higher conditional giving 
amount per a donating customer, intrinsic motivation or inclination to behave more prosocially 
under the delegation treatment should influence cashier workers to reach out to a broader range 
of customers who have been asked to donate and decided to make a donation. 
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    Prediction 8(c):  Managerial  communication style with delegation may make the workers in 
less worse mood, and emotion of the workers may interact with customers’ individual giving 
decisions.  
 
The workers may be in less worse mood; however, better mood may or may not induce 
individual workers to make more effort to ask.  In fact, some may make more effort, while some 
may not.  However, better mood of the workers may induce higher conditional donation amount 
due to the interaction between a giving customer and a worker, or because a worker may pay 
more attention as to “how” to ask customers to give. (e.g., better timing to ask, better eye 
contact, at the time of asking, etc.) 
  
 
  
    Research Design 
 
    In this section, we describe the research design of the delegation treatment.  
 
    The Setting 
 
    We utilize the second and third waves of the field charitable giving study in which the cashier 
workers at the establishments to carry out a fundraising drive for the identical charitable 
organization, a local food bank, during November 19, 2016 - December 31, 2016, and during 
April 3, 2017 - April 30, 2017.  
 
 
    The Treatment 
 
    We vary the manner in which the charitable giving project manager communicates to the 
cashier department about the "ask" day - in the wave 2, which is the control condition, all 
cashiers are greeted by the departmental manager upon checking in at work and are instructed  
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that ”today is an ‘ask’ day for the charity - please make a verbal request to customers to make a 
donation.  In the wave 3, which is the treatment condition, the departmental supervisor is 
instructed to delegate each cashier employee an authority on when to ask, to whom to ask; more 
specifically, the cashier department supervisor is instructed to communicate to each cashier upon 
arrival at work, "today is an ‘ask’ day, you guys know best whom to ask and when to ask - let's 
try to raise as much as we can today." 
 
 
 
    Experiment and Treatment Schedule 
 
    Except for some minor differences between the wave 2 and wave 3 of the fundraiser, the 
charitable giving field study took place at the same establishments with the same flyers, the same 
lanes of the cash registers, for the identical target charity.  Wave 2 took place during holiday 
season spanning from the week of Thanksgiving to the day before New Year while Wave 3 ran 
during the month of April.  In the wave 2 campaign, the control condition during the “ask” days 
occur in the middle of the fundraising campaign while in the wave 3 drive, the treatment 
condition during the “ask” days take place both in the beginning of the campaign as well as in 
the middle of the fundraiser. (In the Chapter 1 study, the different schedule of the “ask” days in 
the wave 2 and 3 was selected to control to evaluate if “the ask” may have a different impact on 
the average giving response when some portion of the customers may have already made a 
donation in the middle of the campaign, versus when no customers have yet made donations for 
the charity at the start of the charitable campaign.) 
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                                                         Table 11 (Document) 
                                                Flyer at the Cashier Terminals  
 
 
 
 
  

Donate Today 

 

 

 

You can make a difference to help alleviate hunger 
Every $1 donated buys $6 worth of food. 

$1     $5     $10 

All proceeds go directly to the Alameda County Community Food Bank 
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                              Wave 2 Charitable Fundraiser Schedule 
 
 
                       November 19 Fundraiser Begins with Flyers Only 
 

Nov.29 Thank you notes added 
 

Dec. 3 Ask Day 
Dec. 4 Ask Day  
Dec. 5 Add Ask + Saying Thank you on Odd  
Dec.6 Add Ask + Saying Thank you on Odd  
Dec. 7 Saying Thank you on Odd  - no asking 
Dec. 8  Saying Thank you on Odd (Pink) - no asking 

 
Dec. 20 Thank you notes removed  

 
Dec.20-31 Flyers only 

 
                        December 31              Fundraiser Ends 
 
 

 Wave 3 Charitable Fundraiser Schedule 
 
                       April 3                          Charitable Fundraiser Begins  

(with thank you notes and flyers: store 2) 
                                                           (with flyers only: store 1) 
 
 April 3 to April 5           Ask Days 
                        April 6 to April 16         Silent Period 

April 17 to April 19       Ask Days 
April 20 to April 30       Silent Period 
 
April 30                        Fundraiser Ends 
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         Manager’s Communication and Cashiers’ Communication 
 
 
The following communication message (reproduced from the e-mail communication contents) 
was provided from the management to the cashier department. 
 
 
                        Wave 2 Communication Message (from Supervisor to Cashiers): 
 
On the Ask days, in the morning meeting between cashiers and cashier supervisors, the 
supervisor received the following message from the management: 
 
“Managers are to instruct cashiers to say ‘Would you donate for Food Bank today?’ ” 
 
 
                         Wave 3 Communication Message (from Supervisor to Cashiers):  
 
On the Ask days, in the morning meeting between cashiers and cashier supervisors, the 
supervisor received the following message from the management:  
 
“Please use your judgement and selectively talk to customers to request a donation to help 
Food Bank feed families in our community. Look at each customer and use your own 
judgement. Thank you for your help. Let’s raise as much as we can today.” 
 
 
                          Communication Message to Customers:  
 
Managers left the content of the communication message from the cashiers to customers 
unchanged between Wave 2 and Wave 3.  On the Ask days, cashiers are encouraged to say: 
 
“Would you like to donate to Food Bank?”  
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     Identifying Assumptions  
 
     Since we randomly selected days for the “ask” days, the identifying assumption that the 
cashiers are randomly assigned to the “delegation” treatment is met.  Further, in order to identify 
the effect of the “delegation” treatment on mean customer donation, we need to make additional 
assumptions: first, that the absence of “Saying Thank you” treatment in Wave 3 has no impacts 
on the response of the “delegation” treatment on average customer giving during the “ask” days; 
and second, that the absence of “Thank you note” in the one establishment in Wave 3 has no 
impact on the response of the “delegation” treatment on average customer giving during the 
“ask” days. 
 
  
 
    Results and Discussion 
  
    On Wave 3, while the non-holiday time-line reduces both unconditional and conditional mean 
giving per customer relative to previous waves (statistically significant at hour, day-lane, 
lane-hour, and 10 minutes-lane level) on overall giving measure --- one probable interpretation is 
that during the holidays, people are more sympathetic to societal needs, the “delegation” 
treatment during the “ask days” in the wave 3 study broadly documents higher conditional giving 
amount on average; however, there are no clear effects on unconditional giving and probability 
to make a donation. 
 
While most of the results are not significant, estimates from the five different slices of the time 
interval allows researchers to see evident pattern: we cannot offer a definite interpretation about 
the effect of the “delegation” treatment during the ask days on the unconditional average giving 
amount or unconditional probability to give, as the sign of the coefficient is not stable.  However, 
the ask treatment appears to reduce conditional giving amount uniformly (somewhere between 
8% to 20%), while the ask treatment under communication with more delegated style appears to 
raise the conditional giving amount by 7 to 10%. 
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While we cannot say what is responsible for lack of clear effects on the unconditional giving and 
probability from the “delegation” treatment, one potential interpretation is that the workers under 
the “delegation” treatment may have selectively asked customers; for which, if it is the case, 
would be consistent with the higher conditional giving amount observed in the results, which 
supports the prediction 7(b).  
 
 
Prediction 8(b):  While communication style with delegation may lead to a higher average 
donation per a customer, if the more efficient decision making due to delegation is dominant 
force, the delegation treatment may lead to higher conditional giving amount per a donating 
customer; on the other hand, if increased intrinsic motivation or higher inclination to behave 
prosocially is more operative, the delegation treatment should induce lower conditional giving 
amount. 
 
However, we are unable to distinguish it from the same tendency from a less worse mood 
implied by the prediction 7(c): it is possible that workers in a better mood on average received 
higher donation from a giving customer as the result of the interaction between better mood 
workers and customers. 
  
                                                                 Table 12: 
 
    Effects of the Ask on the Individual Giving Decision (Non-Delegated: Wave 2) 
  

Uncond. Giving Uncondi. Prob. to Give Cond. Giving 
 
Day -0.6   0.09    -108.0* 
Hour -0.2 -0.01    -81.7 
Day-Lane 0.1 -0.08    -91.6 
Hour-Lane 1.9** 0.10    -51.7 
10 min-Lane -0.2 -0.02    -36.3 
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                                                             Table 13: 
 
     Effects of the Ask on the Individual Giving Decision (Delegated: Wave 3) 
 

Uncond. Giving Uncond. Prob. to Give Cond. Giving 
 
Day 0.3 0.03 44.1(**) 
Hour 0.2 0.01 44.7 
Day-Lane -1.3 -0.04 37.1 
Hour-Lane -0.6(**) 0.03 26.1 
10 min-Lane 0.2 0.03 47.7 
  
 
 
 
Optimal Management Practice for Scaling Charitable Giving at Retail  
 
 
    Background 
 
    Second section of the chapter explores optimal strategy for a firm and a charitable 
organization to maximize fundraiser at the retail establishment.  The available sets of the strategy 
we consider include: “Thank you note”, which are given to a customer who makes donation, 
“Asking under delegation”, the “ask” treatment during Wave 3 in which the cashier workers are 
instructed by the manager in a more delegating fashion, “Asking under non-delegation”, the 
“ask” treatment in the previous waves where the workers are instructed to make a verbal request 
to make a donation in a standard fashion, and “Saying Thank you”, a strategy in which cashiers 
are encouraged to say thank you if a customer makes a donation. 
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    Simulation of Total Fund Raised 
 
    It is worthwhile to show how the total fundraising figure would have been had each strategy 
we implemented as one of the treatments during the charitable donation campaign was actually 
in place for the entire period of the fundraiser.  We provide a few scenarios to illustrate the 
magnitude of the change in the fund raised, using the 317,560 customer transaction recorded 
from April 3, 2016 to April 30, 2016. 
  
     Thank you note 
     Had "thank you note" NOT provided on the entire duration of the fundraiser on all of the 
cashier registers, the total fundraised would have been 86% less in dollar amount for the 27 days. 
Put differently, by merely stocking a small tray with Thank you notes,  customers donated more 
than 600% of the counterfactual amount had there been no thank you notes for the entire period.  
  
      Asking under delegation (how workers are requested to ask customers in Wave 3) 
      If the active ask treatment was in place for the entire period of the fundraiser and if the 
manager communicated to the cashiers in a way to delegate an authority on when and who to ask 
for donation), the total donation would have been 65% higher for the period than what the firm 
actually received as donation for the period. 
  
      Asking under non-delegated way  
      Had the management communicated in the non-delegated way to the workers to verbally 
request customers to make donations for the entire duration of the fundraiser, the total donation 
for the fundraiser would have been 66% lower than what the firm actually collected for the 
charity under the absence of the “ask” days. 
  
      Asking under delegation vs non-delegated way 
      The total firm wide fundraising would be 484% more if the ask treatment was in place for the 
entire duration of the campaign compared to what the total donation would have been if the 
active ask treatment was in place for the entire period under non-delegated way of 
communicating to the workers to request customers to donate.  Put differently, leading a team to  
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participate in prosocial tasks without providing a sense of authority would reduce the total 
outcome of donation to almost one 5th of what it could have been under communication that 
promotes an individual sense of the ownership of the prosocial task. 
  
      Saying "Thank-you" treatment 
      If the "thank-you" treatment (in which odd lane workers are instructed to say "thank you for 
donation" if a customer makes a donation) would have been for the whole period, the total giving 
would have been 30% less than what the firm actually collected.  Note that the workers are 
exposed to the saying "Saying Thank-you" treatment only under the non-delegating 
communication style.  Further research is needed to assess whether or not framing the request to 
say "thank-you" to customers in a delegating fashion would provide an outcome that leads to 
higher donation.  However, we provide an evidence contrary to such a prior -- under the 
treatment of non-delegating way of asking the cashiers to say thank-you, on even lanes, cashiers 
were left free to say or not say "thank-you".  We show an evidence that average giving on even 
lanes during the "thank-you" treatment is even lower where cashiers were left free to say thank 
you or not, than where cashiers were instructed to say "thank-you" on odd lanes.  It may be 
possible that on such even lanes where cashiers were not required to say "thank-you", they may 
have said thank-you more often than those workers on odd lanes, or that for some reason, 
cashiers on the even lanes may have  been in worse mood which may have affected emotion of 
customers before they made a decision whether or not to give. 
 
 
  
    Optimal Strategy to Maximize Charitable Fundraising at Retail Firm 
  
    Our simulation provides a strategic recommendation for an optimal strategy to implement a 
charitable donation campaign at a retail firm in which charity affiliated employees are not 
present.  The results show that the highest donation per a customer would be when the retail firm 
provides "thank you note" to a customer who makes a donation without the firm’s management 
instructing the cashier workers to say "thank-you" if a customer makes a donation. 
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    Our results is unable to provide a statistically significant evidence to show whether or not 
management’s delegating style of communication to the cashier workers to make a verbal 
request to customers to make a donation increases a average customer giving, although our 
finding is suggestive that if the management communicates to the workers in a non-authoritative 
fashion, the ask day treatment does not appear to reduce average giving per customer. 
  
    We conducted a limited number of interviews with customers who have been to other retail 
outlets where cashiers would ring a loud bell when a customer makes a donation. In such 
situation, some customers have reported that they do not feel comfortable to be acknowledged of 
the act of making a donation in public.  This story is in consistent with our finding that cashiers 
saying "thank-you" reduces average donation per customer. Yet, some retail owners as well as 
charitable organizations seem to be not aware of such sensibility of individual giving motives, 
and many organizations continue to employ such practice as thank-you gift in a fundraiser. 
 
  
    Potential Scope with Digital Technology 
  
    Unfortunately our retail setting is such that there are no digital technology platforms that allow 
communication to customers in real-time via digital device at the establishments.  Based on our 
finding associated with higher giving on more private, "away" terminal, one potential scope for 
adopting digital technology device to optimize prosocial behavior is to provide a "thank you 
note" electronically to a customer either through real-time display on the customer payment 
screen, with possible use of emoji, or receipts (either in paper or electronic form).  In fact, the 
recent deployment by Lyft rideshare service to allow customers to make a round-up donation to a 
local charity in their private account setting page is a good adoption of our takeaways.  
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Conclusion 
 
    In this chapter, we explored the effect of the framing of the managerial communication: we 
designed a field experiment during charitable fundraisers at cashier terminals at retail, where we 
compared the average donation per customer during the days in which cashier workers were 
instructed to verbally make a request to a customer to make a donation in a standard fashion, as 
well as during the days in which cashier workers received a communication message from the 
management that the firm believes that the cashiers know better when and which customer to 
request to make a donation, which was designed to delegate a sense of an authority to cashier 
employees on the task of asking for a donation.  
 
    While the ask treatment under the standard communication appears to reduce both the 
unconditional and conditional average donation per customer, the same ask treatment, when the 
message was communicated to the cashier workers in a delegating fashion, appears to lead to 
higher average giving per customer, given that a customer made a donation, while we observe 
unclear effect on the unconditional average donation per customer.  This results suggest that the 
context of the managerial communication appears to change the effect of the ask treatment on the 
overall fundraising: the simulation of our results indicate that, in the retail establishment, the 
total charitable fundraising could be nearly 5 times larger if the ask treatment under the 
“delegation” context is implemented for the entire fundraising period, relative to a counterfactual 
outcome had the same ask treatment be applied to the entire fundraiser period in the 
non-delegative context. 
 
    Our results shed a light to the importance of the context of managerial communication to 
delegate a task among employees in which the workers do not see the task as directly related to 
her work performance or wage evaluation. When workers  
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involved in the charitable fundraisers are not affiliated with a charity, the same social pressure 
treatment (verbal request to a customer to make a donation) can reduce or increase an average 
donation per customer depending on the context of the delegation of the task a manager 
communicates to the cashier workers. 
 
    While the task the management delegated is a prosocial task, our finding suggests a merit to 
extend an inquiry to other type of tasks: there are a variety of other, non-charitable, collaborative 
tasks in firms that workers frequently do not perceive as a task that is directly related to her/his 
job description, yet is crucial for the organization’s goal.  Our finding merits an avenue for a new 
research on the challenge firms face in scaling various collaborative tasks that managers 
delegate, which are essential to success of the core competency of a modern firm, i.e., on the 
strategy to implement  innovation of new services or solution.  
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Chapter 3 
 
Product Salience Experiment: Don’t make me buy more! 
 
 
Section 1 
 
Introduction 
 
     In this project, we study choices between vertically differentiated products (i.e., product 
features are characterized by quality and price) in a field experiment.  Suppose a consumer faces 
a choice for a set of goods for which main features of the products are quality and price, and 
assume that an individual can know the quality of each product.  Standard economic theory 
requires a consumer knows the quality of each product, but also she evaluates each product’s 
feature separately, and chooses the one that yields the maximum utility.  
 
     By contrast, salience theory predicts that a customer will overemphasize a feature of products 
in which its feature is more different from the average of that feature. Here, however, it does not 
become clearly “too different” in term of perception rather than absolute difference - this is 
crucial; otherwise an example we provide below would not work.  Put differently, as illustrated 
by Bordalo et al. (2013, “BGS”) and slightly differently by Koszegi and Szeidl (2013), purchase 
decisions between two products may flip depending on whether a consumer pays more attention 
to the feature of price, or the feature of quality in a certain situation.   For instance, a customer 
wants to buy a wine at a store.  She may have a choice between buying a Chilean wine for $10 
and a Napa classic for $20 and she likes the Napa red wine better.  Here, the $10 difference in 
prices is pronounced.  Despite she prefers the Napa classics, she buys the Chilean wine: prices 
are salient feature in this context.  The same individual later may encounter a situation at dinner 
in a restaurant and can notice the same two wines on the wine list - Chilean red for $30 a bottle, 
Napa classic for $40.  In this context, while both wines are marked up by the same amount, the 
cheaper price of Chilean wine becomes less salient.  She would feel that the Napa classic is a 
better value and orders a bottle.  Quality is salient in this context. 
 
     In a field experiment with general population (individual consumers in a large retail chain 
store), this project tests predictions of salient theory with respect to consumer purchase decision 
makings between vertically differentiated products: presence of an irrelevant choice (i.e., same 
or lower quality but more expensive - we call it reference product) adjacent to a similar product 
that  
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is slightly cheaper and better quality (we call it target product)  on a store’s shelf  should induce 
consumers to select the cheaper, target product more, because, by moving the target product 
close to the reference product, quality becomes salient. 
 
     We designed this field experiment as a strategic pilot study for the retail firm as it is in line 
with the firm’s overall brand strategy which positions the store as marketplace where consumers 
can find a “quality with good value” (in the exact phrase they print on their in-store gift cards). 
To our knowledge, this project is first project to test salience theory in a field experiment 
exposing non-recruited, real consumers to such product purchase decision making at retail 
business establishments.   Until recently, there are little empirical studies testing the salience 
theory, except for a few works,  including  Dertwinkel-Kalt and Koehler (2016) - laboratory 
experimental test, Kraeme - empirical testing of salience theory in speed dating (2017), and Azar 
(2011) - a field experiment in which bagels are sold to students. 
 
     The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows.  Section 2 describes the prediction of 
our test based on salience theory in our setup.  Section 3 details the data to be collected and the 
experimental design.  Section 4 describes the preparation and  implementation of the field 
experiment.  Section 5 discusses potential additional experiments in our setting which we may 
propose to the firm in the future. 
 
 
Section 2 
 
Framework 
 
     In a field experiment, this paper evaluates prices and features of similar products within a 
product category at a retail chain for which potential customers can easily tell product quality, 
and identify a selected sample of products that are more expensive (but of similar or lower 
quality) than another product with similar features.  We conducted an experiment to alternate 
moving such a product (reference product) next to a product of similar features (target product) 
at one store location while keeping other stores’ shelves unchanged.  We predict that the chain’s 
sales of the target product will increase without adverse effect on overall sales.  Our hypothesis 
would provide an avenue for a number of sustainable corporate strategies that would be in line 
with a firm’s sales strategy without price changes. 
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Within a same category of products located in a same shelf  in a store, we identify a product that 
is more expensive but similar or lower quality (“reference product”) than another similar 
product.  
 
 
Prediction 9 
 
By moving a reference product adjacent to a similar product (“target product”), a customer’s 
perception of attractiveness of the feature of the target product (i.e., better quality for the price) 
will become more pronounced, and daily sales of the target product will increase without a price 
change. 
 
 
Prediction 10 
 
Moving a reference product adjacent to a similar product (“target product”) within a  product 
category does not reduce overall sales in the corresponding product category. Therefore, with the 
reference product moved, overall store sales will become higher. 
 
Implication - distribution of the other product prices may matter.  We may need to control for the 
distribution of other product prices within a product category.   If the prediction holds for only a 
certain product, or if the impact on the sales volume of other similar products flip sign by 
product subcategory, consumer brand attributes is at a product category level and not at the store 
level.  To test this, we need to control for a limited time discount (sales) price. 
 
 
Prediction 11 
 
While this prediction does not arise from salience theory, after a reference product is returned to 
its original location, sales volume may stay higher than its original level due to customers’ habit 
formation. 
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Implication - if this holds in practice, it would be possible for the firm by deploying our strategy 
to convert customers to buy more organic version of a product within a product category, which 
is one of the retail firm’s strategic priority through moving the target product for a certain period. 
Even if the sales volume drops after the target product is returned to its original location, the firm 
would be able to accomplish its strategic goal by not returning the reference product to the 
original position. (in the later case, we would need to run a version of the experiment where a 
target product is not returned to its original location.) 
 
 
Section 3 
 
Experimental Design 
 
 
Background 
 
     The effectiveness of the field experiment requires that we identify products that customers 
can easily tell a quality of, and for this reason, we limited our study to dairy and eggs product 
shelves in the store as these products are typically in plain packages and the design (and costs 
spent for) packaging is not a major influencer of a customer purchase decision making.  To 
identify such products, we spent countless hours to view every and all products in the shelves 
and prices to identify a selected pair of  “reference” product and “target” product to which we 
apply an experimental treatment. 
 
     Before determining the list of the “reference”and “target” product pairs, we met with the 
senior director of sales to verify our assessment of quality of products and ease of distinguishing 
quality of each product for the experimental period to exclude inappropriate products from the 
list of our reference products. 
 
     After designing the list of the pairs and moving schedule, the experiment started in early May 
with the schedule for “move” product lists and moving dates.   However, it was discovered 
during the first week of the experiment that some products that were intended to be moved to a 
different location on the shelf, were found at the original location and not moved.  Thereafter, we  
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approached the management to require that we arrive before the store’s opening hours at 8AM to 
attend with the product manager every week during the duration of the experiment and observe 
that all of the target products are moved to an appropriate location in the shelf, and the following 
experimental schedule was approved.  While attending the product moving tasks, it was also 
discovered it was difficult to move some target products and we further eliminated the list of the 
products in the study.  After re-scheduling moving (and moving back) dates of the reference 
products, the following experimental design was implemented with a researcher in attendance to 
verify the move of each reference product. 
 
 
Research Design 
 
     We design two by two field experiment in which a same pair of reference and target products 
are exposed to the following treatment schedule. 
 
Dates                                      Store No 1.                               Store No.2 
 
Week 1 (May 16-22)            Original (Default) Original (Default)   
Week 2 (May 23-29)            Original             Move item on May 23 
Week 3 (May 30-June 5)     No change                                  No change 
Week 4 (June 6-12)              Move item on June 6                No change 
Week 5 (June 13-19)             No change                                No change 
Week 6 (June 20-26)            No change                                 Return item on June 20 
Week 7 (July 27-July 3)       No change                                 No change 
Week 8 (July 4-10)               Return item on July 5              No change 
 
 
Treatment 
On the scheduled date above, a reference product was moved from its original location to a 
location adjacent to a target product.  The level of the shelf of the reference product remained the 
same.  The location of the target product remained unchanged for the entire duration of the 
experiment. 
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List of Reference Products Moved on May 23 - Store No. 2 
 
The product manager of the store moved the following target products between 8am and 9am 
before the store opening at 9am while we observed the moving of each product. 
 
Butter: 
Move Tillmook to the right side of Challenge 
 
Milk: 
Move all Organic Valley (Regular, 2%, 1%) to left side of Clover Organic 
 
Pastured Eggs: 
Move Mcclelland Pasture to the left side  of Petaluma Pasture 
 
Move Coast Hill Pasture to the left side of Clover Organic Free Range 
 
Large Yogurt: 
Move Nancy Regular (Whole, 2%) to adjacent to Mountain High 
 
Cottage Cheese: 
Move Nancy Organic to between Clover Regular and Clover Organic 
 
Sour Cream: 
Move Nancy Organic to right side of Straus Organic 
 
Salsa: 
Move Roberto to directly above Store Brand salsa 
 
Orange Juice 
Move Tropicana (59 oz only) to left side of Simply Orange  
Reference Products Returned to its Original Location on June 20  (Store 2) 
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List of Reference Products to Move on June 6 - Store No. 1 
 
Butter: 
Move Tillamook to the right side of Challenge 
 
Milk: 
Organic Valley (Whole, 2%, 1%) were target products but decided not to move 
 
Pasture Eggs: 
Move Alexander to the top shelf 
 
Regular Eggs: 
Move Rock Island to the right side of the store brand non-organic eggs 
 
Cottage Cheese: 
Move Nancy Organic to one shelf higher 
 
Sour Cream: 
Switch Nancy Organic with Wallaby 
 
Salsa: 
Move Roberto to adjacent to Store Brand salsa 
 
Orange Juice: 
Tropicana (59 oz) was not moved 
 
 
Reference Products in Store 1 Returned to its Original Location on July 5* 
(* store was closed on July 4) 
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Data 
 
We requested the following data for the field experiment: 
 
Dates of data requested:  April 15, 2016 to August 15, 2016 (one month before the start of the 
first treatment of the  field experiment study, till one month after the completion of the last 
treatment of the field experiment study.) 
 
Data requested:  Daily product price and daily item counts sold  
 

(1)  Daily sales (item counts and price) of the reference and target products, for each store. 
(2)  Daily sales (item counts and price) of similar comparable products sold in each of Butter, 

Milk, Eggs, Cottage Cheese, Sour Cream, Salsa, Orange Juice product category. 
(3)  Daily sub-total sales (item counts, revenue) of all Dairy products combined for each 

store. 
(4) Daily total sales (item counts, revenue) of all products for each store. 

 
 
 
Data Collection in Progress  
 
The firm has experienced unexpected issues in its database in the server after completion of the 
field experiment.  While all the data are not lost, the management has informed researchers that 
at the present time it is of highest priority to avoid unnecessary manipulation of the database that 
may cause a critical problem to the daily operation of the store’s database system.  We are still 
discussing with the management to resolve the issue. 
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A     Communications 
 
A.1    Management Instructions to Checkstand Employees 
 
Receiving Donation 
If a customer makes a verbal request to make a donation, use a designated 
magnetic coded card attached to the cashier terminal to record a charity donation 
transaction.  One unit of a donation purchase is $1, and enter the number of units 
a customer is donating. (i.e., enter “5” as quantity if a customer requests $5 
donation.)  
 

Providing Thank You Note 
After recording a donation, hand out a “thank you note” to a customer. No 
communication is required.  If a customer asks what it is, say “you may cut the 
bottom half of the card and place it on the donation box located at customer 
service desk, but you are not required to do so in order for your donation to be 
sent to the charity.” 
 

Expressing Gratitude To Donor 
On the “Thank you” treatment days, a cashier supervisor instructs all checkstand 
workers assigned on odd number lanes to say “Thank you for donation” when a 
customer makes a donation.  No instruction is provided otherwise. 
 

Manager’s Communication for Asking Customer for Donation 

On the treatment days, a cashier supervisor say the following message to a 
checkstand employee at the beginning of the shift when the cashier checks in 
with the manager. 
 

Wave 1 (Wildfires Charity) & Wave 2 (Food Bank Charity) 
“All cashiers are to ask customers to make a donation.” 
 

Wave 3 (Food Bank Charity) 
“Please use your judgement and selectively talk to customers to request a donation 
to help Food Bank feed families in our community.  Look at each customer and use 
your own judgement.  Thank you for your help. Let’s raise as much as we can 
today.” 
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B   Summary of Experimental Treatments 
 
Figure 1a.  Fund-Raising Treatments Run in Fall 2015 (wave 1) 
 
(Start)----------------------------Flyers (baseline)------------------------------(End) 
 
--------------------------------------Thank You Note--------------------------------------- 
 
                           ------------Verbal Gratitude-------------- 
 
                                                ---Ask---- 
 
Figure 1b.  Fund-Raising Treatments Run in Winter 2015(wave 2) 
 
(Start)-----------------------------Flyers(baseline)-------------------------------(End) 
 
                              --------------Thank You Note-------------------- 
  
                                       --Verbal Gratitude--  
 
                                                            -----Ask------------ 
 
Figure 1c.  Fund-Raising Treatments Run in Spring 2016 (wave 3) 
 
(Start)----------------------------Flyers(baseline)-----------------------------------(End) 
 
-------------------Thank You Card(Only in Store 2)------------------------------------- 
 
---Ask---                                         ---Ask--- 
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Figure 2:  Example of Layout of Checkstand Registers 
 
 
_________________________________________________ 
  
                Lane # 9                     Lane # 10 
 
                 Cashier 1                   Cashier 2 
 
  (Away Checkstand)      (Front Checkstand)       Line of Wait 
 
                      X                                    Y                            ---Z--Z--Z--Z---- 
<--Exit     Customer is                Customer is 
                Not seen by ZZZ         seen by ZZZ 
 
__________________________________________________ 
 
 
                                               Regular Lane  
 
                                                 Lane # 11 
 
                                                 Cashier 3                     Line of Wait 
 
                                                         X                            ---Z--Z--Z--Z--------- 
 <--Exit                                   Customer is 
                                                Seen by ZZZ 
  
___________________________________________________ 
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                                                       Wave One Flyer 
 
 
 

   When a fire takes a home, it takes EVERYTHING  

   

         Together We Can Help  

Donate Now  
            You may donate $1 or any larger amount.  All proceeds are tax deductible.  

        $1      $5      $10    ANY   
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                                                   Wave Two and Wave Three Flyer 
 

Donate Today
 

 

 

You can make a difference to help alleviate
hunger

Every $1 donated buys $6 worth of food. 

$1     $5     $10
All proceeds go directly to the Alameda County Community Food Bank
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                                                    Donation Coupon Box 
 
 

 

                                                      DROP IT HERE  

                WILDFIRE COUPON BOX 
 
 

  
                                              Together we can 

                            MAKE A 
                       DIFFERENCE 
  
California Wildfire Relief  
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 Thank you  
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mean sd min max p10 p90
Date (mmddyyhhmmss) 9.14e+10 3.56e+10 4.03e+10 1.23e+11 4.10e+10 1.22e+11
Amount donated to target charity 4.39 7.08 -5.00 200.00 1.00 10.00
Number of items bought 16.33 17.54 -3.00 136.00 1.00 41.00
Totalspent 60.66 71.71 0.00 808.00 2.99 154.14
terminal number 7.36 5.90 1.00 24.00 1.00 17.00
store 1.89 0.31 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00
wave 2.24 0.60 1.00 3.00 2.00 3.00
month 8.98 3.55 4.00 12.00 4.00 12.00
day 16.03 8.80 1.00 31.00 4.00 28.00
year 2015.33 0.47 2015.00 2016.00 2015.00 2016.00
hh 13.87 2.80 9.00 20.00 10.00 18.00
minutes 29.61 17.46 0.00 59.00 5.00 54.00
ss 29.26 17.40 0.00 79.00 6.00 54.00
monthstime 12.92 2.27 9.00 16.00 11.00 16.00
daysfromfirstofnov15 73.16 68.01 -35.00 181.00 20.00 171.00
MON 0.19 0.39 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
TUE 0.16 0.37 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
WED 0.11 0.31 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
THU 0.13 0.34 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
FRI 0.08 0.27 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
SAT 0.14 0.35 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SUN 0.19 0.39 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
Observations 3482
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
totalday 0.0000649*** 0.0000690*** 0.0000682*** 0.0000680*** 0.0000641*** 0.0000664***

(4.53) (4.85) (4.79) (4.77) (4.47) (4.63)

itemcountday -0.000229*** -0.000241*** -0.000237*** -0.000236*** -0.000221*** -0.000228***
(-3.84) (-4.06) (-3.99) (-3.97) (-3.70) (-3.82)

thankyouonodd -0.344 -0.137 -0.149 -0.210 -0.110 -0.103
(-0.70) (-0.28) (-0.30) (-0.43) (-0.22) (-0.21)

couponinwave2 -0.416 0.139 0.120 0.132 0.0391 0.303
(-1.26) (0.41) (0.35) (0.39) (0.12) (0.88)

wave1active -1.420 -1.112 -1.068 -0.980 -1.098 -0.638
(-0.94) (-0.73) (-0.70) (-0.64) (-0.73) (-0.42)

wave3active 1.452** 1.515** 1.521** 1.546** 1.337* 1.520**
(1.98) (2.05) (2.06) (2.10) (1.83) (2.05)

Numberofitemsbought 0.000362 -0.00768 -0.00849 -0.0117 -0.0180 -0.0190
(0.02) (-0.50) (-0.56) (-0.76) (-1.15) (-1.22)

Totalspent 0.0150*** 0.0151*** 0.0150*** 0.0150*** 0.0139*** 0.0143***
(4.00) (4.05) (4.04) (4.04) (3.72) (3.83)

store -1.363*** -0.737 -0.757 -0.800* -0.546 -0.420
(-2.90) (-1.54) (-1.58) (-1.67) (-0.07) (-0.06)

TUE 0.288 0.244 0.262 0.299 0.175 0.213
(0.67) (0.57) (0.61) (0.70) (0.40) (0.49)

WED 0.847* 0.127 0.164 0.218 0.464 0.173
(1.66) (0.25) (0.32) (0.42) (0.89) (0.33)

THU 0.582 0.468 0.503 0.600 0.645 0.596
(1.11) (0.89) (0.96) (1.14) (1.22) (1.13)

FRI 1.535*** 0.672 0.694 0.728 0.972* 0.620
(2.78) (1.20) (1.24) (1.30) (1.73) (1.10)

SAT 0.256 -0.0894 -0.0564 -0.00751 -0.273 -0.310
(0.57) (-0.20) (-0.13) (-0.02) (-0.59) (-0.67)

SUN 0.266 0.188 0.206 0.207 0.159 0.133
(0.62) (0.44) (0.48) (0.48) (0.37) (0.31)

active -0.743 -1.083* -1.080* -1.064 -0.734 -1.195*
(-1.37) (-1.66) (-1.66) (-1.63) (-1.36) (-1.83)

wave -0.857*** -0.484* -0.508* -0.514* -0.588** -0.437
(-3.13) (-1.75) (-1.83) (-1.86) (-2.11) (-1.55)

activeangela 0.655 0.623 0.558 0.817
(1.02) (0.97) (0.87) (1.26)

angela -2.170*** -2.158*** -2.216*** -1.535***
(-7.04) (-6.99) (-7.16) (-4.29)

away -0.855 -0.159
(-1.13) (-0.19)

express -0.827**
(-2.17)

[1em] cons 8.027*** 6.710*** 6.701*** 6.922*** 8.618 7.994
(5.04) (4.20) (4.19) (4.32) (0.61) (0.57)

Adj. R-Squared 0.0489 0.0630 0.0631 0.0641 0.0651 0.0695
N 3482 3482 3482 3482 3482 3482

2
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
totalday 0.000000161*** 0.000000244*** 2.25e-08*** 2.95e-08***

(7.08) (9.30) (4.41) (4.83)

active -0.00565 -0.00634 0.000931 0.000851
(-0.76) (-0.93) (0.56) (0.53)

couponinwave2 0.0234*** 0.0251*** 0.00611*** 0.00626***
(6.49) (7.63) (7.57) (8.15)

wave1active -0.0102 -0.00413 -0.00309 -0.00226
(-0.95) (-0.42) (-1.29) (-0.99)

thankyouonodd -0.00805* -0.00743* -0.00106 -0.000454
(-1.73) (-1.73) (-1.02) (-0.45)

wave -0.00213 -0.00174 0.000460 0.000802
(-0.93) (-0.82) (0.90) (1.62)

store 0.000544 -0.00492 0.00141* 0.000929
(0.15) (-1.40) (1.71) (1.14)

wave3active 0.00796 0.00914 0.000353 -0.000537
(0.94) (1.14) (0.19) (-0.29)

TUE 0.00867** 0.000398
(2.12) (0.42)

WED 0.00504 -0.00167*
(1.19) (-1.70)

THU 0.0139*** 0.000839
(3.09) (0.80)

FRI 0.00191 -0.00239**
(0.43) (-2.33)

SAT -0.0103** -0.00236**
(-2.32) (-2.28)

SUN -0.00468 -0.000733
(-1.15) (-0.77)

cons -0.0164 -0.0311*** -0.00491** -0.00584**
(-1.56) (-3.06) (-2.09) (-2.47)

Adj. R-Squared 0.545 0.625 0.523 0.574
N 115 115 115 115
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
totaldaylane 0.000533*** 0.000552*** 0.000556*** 0.000550*** 0.000553*** 0.000555***

(5.28) (5.50) (5.54) (5.48) (5.46) (5.49)

itemcountdaylane -0.00188*** -0.00195*** -0.00196*** -0.00193*** -0.00193*** -0.00194***
(-4.86) (-5.08) (-5.10) (-5.04) (-4.98) (-5.02)

thankyouonodd -0.598 -0.476 -0.483 -0.543 -0.354 -0.397
(-1.24) (-0.99) (-1.01) (-1.13) (-0.73) (-0.82)

couponinwave2 -0.397 0.0749 0.0395 0.0514 0.00422 0.209
(-1.34) (0.25) (0.13) (0.17) (0.01) (0.68)

wave1active -1.465 -1.310 -1.265 -1.183 -1.147 -0.826
(-0.98) (-0.86) (-0.83) (-0.78) (-0.77) (-0.54)

wave3active 1.316* 1.270* 1.276* 1.299* 1.177 1.274*
(1.81) (1.74) (1.74) (1.78) (1.62) (1.74)

Numberofitemsbought 0.000293 -0.00763 -0.00855 -0.0117 -0.0179 -0.0190
(0.02) (-0.50) (-0.56) (-0.76) (-1.15) (-1.22)

Totalspent 0.0150*** 0.0152*** 0.0152*** 0.0152*** 0.0140*** 0.0144***
(4.01) (4.08) (4.07) (4.07) (3.73) (3.86)

store -1.105** -0.399 -0.429 -0.467 0.117 0.308
(-2.42) (-0.85) (-0.92) (-1.00) (0.02) (0.04)

TUE 0.414 0.370 0.381 0.419 0.271 0.312
(0.99) (0.89) (0.92) (1.01) (0.64) (0.74)

WED 1.064** 0.410 0.435 0.490 0.642 0.410
(2.20) (0.83) (0.89) (1.00) (1.30) (0.82)

THU 0.674 0.532 0.547 0.644 0.655 0.603
(1.45) (1.14) (1.18) (1.38) (1.40) (1.28)

FRI 1.651*** 0.819 0.831 0.864 1.045* 0.731
(3.11) (1.51) (1.53) (1.60) (1.94) (1.34)

SAT 0.268 -0.0162 0.0295 0.0761 -0.225 -0.229
(0.61) (-0.04) (0.07) (0.17) (-0.50) (-0.51)

SUN 0.240 0.201 0.226 0.219 0.151 0.143
(0.54) (0.46) (0.51) (0.50) (0.34) (0.32)

active -0.650 -0.824 -0.817 -0.801 -0.621 -0.932
(-1.22) (-1.28) (-1.27) (-1.24) (-1.17) (-1.44)

wave -0.983*** -0.661** -0.684** -0.692** -0.705** -0.590**
(-3.66) (-2.44) (-2.52) (-2.55) (-2.57) (-2.14)

activeangela 0.455 0.417 0.354 0.608
(0.71) (0.65) (0.55) (0.94)

angela -2.038*** -2.022*** -2.078*** -1.367***
(-6.63) (-6.57) (-6.73) (-3.83)

away -1.008 -0.339
(-1.34) (-0.41)

express -0.794**
(-2.08)

[1em] cons 7.655*** 6.538*** 6.622*** 6.823*** 7.882 7.367
(5.94) (5.04) (5.10) (5.24) (0.56) (0.53)

Adj. R-Squared 0.0482 0.0610 0.0612 0.0621 0.0645 0.0680
N 3482 3482 3482 3482 3482 3482
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
totaldaylane 0.000000902*** 0.000000936*** -4.95e-09 -4.53e-09

(13.95) (14.20) (-1.33) (-1.19)

active -0.00264 -0.00160 -0.0000908 -0.0000498
(-0.55) (-0.32) (-0.33) (-0.18)

couponinwave2 0.0156*** 0.0154*** -0.0000396 -0.0000446
(6.75) (6.65) (-0.30) (-0.33)

wave1active -0.00999 -0.00865 -0.000182 -0.000197
(-1.41) (-1.22) (-0.45) (-0.48)

thankyouonodd -0.00737** -0.00865*** 0.000140 0.0000999
(-2.53) (-2.88) (0.84) (0.58)

wave -0.00224 -0.00263* -0.0000384 -0.0000626
(-1.50) (-1.72) (-0.45) (-0.71)

store 0.00515** 0.00510** -0.0000695 -0.0000691
(2.33) (2.31) (-0.55) (-0.54)

wave3active 0.00326 0.00308 0.0000572 0.000113
(0.59) (0.53) (0.18) (0.34)

TUE 0.00291 -0.0000505
(1.02) (-0.31)

WED 0.000797 0.000121
(0.27) (0.71)

THU 0.00434 -0.0000622
(1.39) (-0.35)

FRI 0.000907 0.0000390
(0.29) (0.22)

SAT -0.00119 0.0000996
(-0.39) (0.57)

SUN -0.00339 -0.000209
(-1.17) (-1.25)

cons -0.00267 -0.00277 0.000815** 0.000867**
(-0.42) (-0.42) (2.22) (2.28)

Adj. R-Squared 0.152 0.153 -0.00211 -0.00271
N 1716 1716 1716 1716
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
totaldaylane 0.000584*** 0.000609*** 0.000609*** 0.000604*** 0.000629*** 0.000627***

(5.71) (5.98) (5.98) (5.94) (5.68) (5.67)

itemcountdaylane -0.00178*** -0.00192*** -0.00192*** -0.00191*** -0.00208*** -0.00207***
(-5.03) (-5.46) (-5.45) (-5.43) (-5.44) (-5.42)

thankyouonodd -0.585 -0.455 -0.455 -0.508 -0.267 -0.312
(-1.22) (-0.95) (-0.95) (-1.06) (-0.54) (-0.64)

couponinwave2 -0.160 0.186 0.186 0.185 -0.0191 0.191
(-0.55) (0.62) (0.61) (0.61) (-0.06) (0.62)

wave1active -1.562 -1.353 -1.353 -1.288 -1.428 -1.092
(-1.05) (-0.89) (-0.89) (-0.85) (-0.95) (-0.72)

wave3active 1.310* 1.287* 1.287* 1.299* 1.150 1.254*
(1.82) (1.77) (1.77) (1.79) (1.59) (1.71)

Numberofitemsbought -0.00902 -0.0135 -0.0135 -0.0159 -0.0186 -0.0198
(-0.59) (-0.88) (-0.88) (-1.03) (-1.19) (-1.27)

Totalspent 0.0150*** 0.0152*** 0.0152*** 0.0152*** 0.0142*** 0.0147***
(4.02) (4.09) (4.09) (4.09) (3.81) (3.94)

store -0.870* -0.297 -0.297 -0.327 -5.608 -5.452
(-1.96) (-0.65) (-0.65) (-0.72) (-1.09) (-1.06)

TUE 0.463 0.417 0.417 0.446 0.190 0.236
(1.13) (1.02) (1.02) (1.09) (0.45) (0.56)

WED 1.011** 0.424 0.424 0.467 0.514 0.288
(2.11) (0.87) (0.87) (0.96) (1.03) (0.57)

THU 0.950** 0.760* 0.760* 0.829* 0.660 0.616
(2.12) (1.69) (1.69) (1.84) (1.44) (1.35)

FRI 1.430*** 0.711 0.711 0.738 0.840 0.534
(2.71) (1.32) (1.32) (1.37) (1.55) (0.98)

SAT 0.0215 -0.181 -0.181 -0.133 -0.347 -0.355
(0.05) (-0.42) (-0.41) (-0.30) (-0.77) (-0.79)

SUN -0.133 -0.160 -0.160 -0.153 -0.129 -0.150
(-0.34) (-0.41) (-0.41) (-0.39) (-0.33) (-0.38)

active -0.666 -0.916 -0.916 -0.895 -0.635 -0.965
(-1.25) (-1.43) (-1.43) (-1.40) (-1.19) (-1.50)

wave -1.149*** -0.768*** -0.768*** -0.766*** -0.602** -0.494
(-4.09) (-2.68) (-2.68) (-2.67) (-2.01) (-1.64)

activeangela 0.549 0.549 0.489 0.642
(0.85) (0.85) (0.76) (0.98)

angela -1.832*** -1.832*** -1.887*** -1.359***
(-5.87) (-5.87) (-6.02) (-3.80)

away 0.00114 0.529
(0.00) (0.64)

express -0.661*
(-1.73)

[1em] cons 6.136*** 5.324*** 5.324*** 5.530*** 14.30 13.76
(5.17) (4.45) (4.43) (4.58) (1.43) (1.38)

Adj. R-Squared 0.0559 0.0654 0.0651 0.0657 0.0640 0.0674
N 3482 3482 3482 3482 3482 3482
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
totaldaylane 0.000000813*** 0.000000820*** -2.60e-08* -2.59e-08*

(4.86) (4.85) (-1.89) (-1.86)

active 0.0124 0.0140 -0.000935 -0.000811
(0.80) (0.89) (-0.73) (-0.63)

couponinwave2 0.0249*** 0.0251*** 0.000858** 0.000852**
(5.29) (5.30) (2.21) (2.18)

wave1active -0.0196 -0.0229 0.00114 0.000916
(-0.98) (-1.11) (0.69) (0.54)

thankyouonodd -0.0148 -0.0133 -0.000449 -0.000263
(-1.46) (-1.28) (-0.54) (-0.31)

wave -0.00549** -0.00463* -0.000124 -0.0000632
(-2.01) (-1.67) (-0.55) (-0.28)

store -0.000604 -0.000737 -0.0000154 -0.0000159
(-0.84) (-1.02) (-0.26) (-0.26)

wave3active -0.0127 -0.0207 0.000943 0.000418
(-0.74) (-1.17) (0.67) (0.29)

TUE -0.000551 -0.00102*
(-0.08) (-1.81)

WED -0.00914 -0.00117**
(-1.28) (-1.99)

THU -0.00998 -0.00125**
(-1.33) (-2.01)

FRI -0.0146** -0.000921
(-2.01) (-1.54)

SAT -0.00972 -0.00116**
(-1.41) (-2.05)

SUN -0.00281 -0.000927*
(-0.42) (-1.69)

cons 0.0213*** 0.0265*** 0.00157*** 0.00237***
(3.08) (3.29) (2.74) (3.56)

Adj. R-Squared 0.0267 0.0271 0.00198 0.00217
N 1762 1762 1762 1762
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
totaldaylane 0.000955 0.000815 0.000812 0.000768 0.000650 0.000531

(1.60) (1.37) (1.37) (1.29) (1.06) (0.87)

itemcountdaylane -0.00151 -0.00158 -0.00160 -0.00149 -0.00195 -0.00158
(-0.73) (-0.77) (-0.77) (-0.72) (-0.92) (-0.74)

thankyouonodd -1.228*** -1.142** -1.149** -1.207*** -1.052** -1.106**
(-2.62) (-2.45) (-2.46) (-2.58) (-2.22) (-2.34)

couponinwave2 -0.270 0.0751 0.0584 0.0634 -0.0953 0.102
(-0.92) (0.25) (0.19) (0.21) (-0.32) (0.34)

wave1active -1.874 -1.724 -1.716 -1.636 -1.619 -1.335
(-1.25) (-1.13) (-1.12) (-1.07) (-1.08) (-0.87)

wave3active 0.830 0.782 0.778 0.797 0.638 0.709
(1.15) (1.08) (1.07) (1.10) (0.88) (0.97)

Numberofitemsbought -0.0119 -0.0162 -0.0164 -0.0194 -0.0219 -0.0233
(-0.76) (-1.04) (-1.05) (-1.24) (-1.39) (-1.48)

Totalspent 0.0163*** 0.0166*** 0.0166*** 0.0166*** 0.0156*** 0.0162***
(4.31) (4.41) (4.40) (4.41) (4.14) (4.29)

store -0.281 0.336 0.335 0.299 -5.696 -5.562
(-0.65) (0.75) (0.75) (0.67) (-1.10) (-1.08)

TUE 0.754* 0.712* 0.713* 0.745* 0.564 0.615
(1.85) (1.75) (1.75) (1.83) (1.35) (1.47)

WED 1.591*** 1.055** 1.063** 1.112** 1.238** 1.029**
(3.38) (2.20) (2.22) (2.32) (2.56) (2.11)

THU 1.139** 0.990** 0.990** 1.075** 0.980** 0.944**
(2.54) (2.21) (2.21) (2.39) (2.16) (2.08)

FRI 1.728*** 1.060** 1.063** 1.093** 1.276** 0.980*
(3.28) (1.97) (1.98) (2.03) (2.38) (1.81)

SAT 0.196 0.00772 0.0273 0.0794 -0.0908 -0.0853
(0.45) (0.02) (0.06) (0.18) (-0.20) (-0.19)

SUN -0.348 -0.337 -0.320 -0.310 -0.187 -0.199
(-0.88) (-0.86) (-0.81) (-0.78) (-0.47) (-0.50)

active -0.346 -0.524 -0.517 -0.497 -0.279 -0.538
(-0.65) (-0.82) (-0.80) (-0.77) (-0.53) (-0.83)

wave -1.501*** -1.167*** -1.172*** -1.174*** -1.073*** -0.963***
(-5.56) (-4.25) (-4.26) (-4.27) (-3.81) (-3.41)

activeangela 0.467 0.452 0.387 0.526
(0.72) (0.70) (0.60) (0.81)

angela -1.780*** -1.779*** -1.841*** -1.343***
(-5.65) (-5.65) (-5.82) (-3.74)

away -0.317 0.317
(-0.42) (0.38)

express -0.770**
(-2.01)

[1em] cons 6.089*** 5.233*** 5.276*** 5.503*** 15.18 14.70
(5.12) (4.36) (4.37) (4.54) (1.52) (1.47)

Adj. R-Squared 0.0457 0.0546 0.0544 0.0552 0.0552 0.0585
N 3482 3482 3482 3482 3482 3482
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
totaldaylane 0.00000804*** 0.00000816*** 0.000000535*** 0.000000548***

(9.24) (9.29) (5.78) (5.87)

active 0.0169* 0.0194** 0.000752 0.00103
(1.91) (2.18) (0.80) (1.08)

couponinwave2 0.0178*** 0.0177*** 0.00134*** 0.00132***
(6.62) (6.57) (4.69) (4.60)

wave1active -0.0270** -0.0295** -0.00122 -0.00158
(-2.37) (-2.51) (-1.00) (-1.27)

thankyouonodd -0.0137** -0.0135** -0.00162*** -0.00155**
(-2.46) (-2.39) (-2.74) (-2.57)

wave -0.00504*** -0.00470*** -0.000391** -0.000384**
(-3.32) (-3.06) (-2.42) (-2.34)

store -0.000868** -0.000959** -0.000122*** -0.000119***
(-2.14) (-2.35) (-2.82) (-2.75)

wave3active -0.0205** -0.0255** -0.000675 -0.00100
(-2.11) (-2.55) (-0.66) (-0.95)

TUE 0.00837** -0.000293
(2.20) (-0.72)

WED 0.00358 0.000635
(0.91) (1.51)

THU -0.00172 -0.000479
(-0.41) (-1.07)

FRI -0.00389 -0.000133
(-0.97) (-0.31)

SAT -0.00165 -0.000516
(-0.43) (-1.27)

SUN 0.00341 0.0000161
(0.90) (0.04)

cons 0.0233*** 0.0215*** 0.00316*** 0.00323***
(5.94) (4.77) (7.59) (6.72)

Adj. R-Squared 0.00795 0.00835 0.00356 0.00380
N 18499 18499 18499 18499
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
total 0.0235*** 0.0224*** 0.0222*** 0.0222*** 0.0223*** 0.0218***

(11.96) (11.43) (11.36) (11.35) (11.45) (11.20)

itemcount -0.0958*** -0.0982*** -0.0991*** -0.102*** -0.116*** -0.115***
(-13.10) (-13.51) (-13.62) (-13.93) (-15.52) (-15.47)

thankyouonodd -1.049** -0.977** -1.019** -1.133** -0.907** -0.960**
(-2.30) (-2.16) (-2.25) (-2.50) (-2.00) (-2.12)

couponinwave2 -0.563** -0.126 -0.198 -0.200 -0.219 -0.0305
(-1.98) (-0.43) (-0.68) (-0.68) (-0.76) (-0.10)

wave3active 0.975 0.849 0.830 0.866 0.734 0.784
(1.38) (1.20) (1.17) (1.23) (1.05) (1.11)

wave1active -2.105 -2.113 -2.078 -1.951 -1.930 -1.718
(-1.43) (-1.42) (-1.40) (-1.31) (-1.33) (-1.16)

Numberofitemsbought -0.0470*** -0.0555*** -0.0572*** -0.0637*** -0.0865*** -0.0876***
(-3.05) (-3.62) (-3.73) (-4.13) (-5.51) (-5.59)

Totalspent 0.0272*** 0.0267*** 0.0266*** 0.0265*** 0.0245*** 0.0247***
(7.18) (7.12) (7.10) (7.07) (6.56) (6.63)

store -0.913** -0.126 -0.142 -0.220 1.647 1.821
(-2.16) (-0.29) (-0.33) (-0.51) (0.23) (0.25)

TUE 0.593 0.563 0.574 0.630 0.320 0.371
(1.48) (1.42) (1.45) (1.59) (0.80) (0.92)

WED 1.410*** 0.774* 0.815* 0.896* 0.853* 0.646
(3.06) (1.66) (1.75) (1.92) (1.83) (1.37)

THU 0.618 0.494 0.501 0.650 0.515 0.486
(1.41) (1.13) (1.15) (1.49) (1.18) (1.11)

FRI 1.493*** 0.644 0.651 0.688 0.603 0.304
(2.89) (1.23) (1.24) (1.31) (1.16) (0.58)

SAT 0.482 0.256 0.344 0.458 0.0418 0.0572
(1.13) (0.60) (0.80) (1.07) (0.10) (0.13)

SUN 0.0424 0.0614 0.141 0.190 0.330 0.333
(0.11) (0.16) (0.37) (0.49) (0.86) (0.87)

active -0.389 -0.402 -0.363 -0.318 -0.264 -0.441
(-0.75) (-0.64) (-0.58) (-0.51) (-0.52) (-0.71)

wave -1.201*** -0.879*** -0.926*** -0.935*** -0.897*** -0.782***
(-4.67) (-3.40) (-3.56) (-3.61) (-3.44) (-2.99)

activeangela 0.230 0.162 0.0327 0.374
(0.36) (0.26) (0.05) (0.59)

angela -2.155*** -2.152*** -2.293*** -1.339***
(-7.01) (-7.00) (-7.42) (-3.84)

away -1.472* -0.391
(-1.94) (-0.48)

express -1.408***
(-3.70)

[1em] cons 8.669*** 7.828*** 8.118*** 8.743*** 6.562 6.061
(7.20) (6.49) (6.68) (7.14) (0.48) (0.45)

Adj. R-Squared 0.0853 0.0995 0.100 0.104 0.119 0.122
N 3475 3475 3475 3475 3475 3475
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
total 0.0000524*** 0.0000532*** 0.00000870*** 0.00000859***

(6.87) (6.92) (14.22) (13.91)

active -0.00222 -0.00171 -0.000115 -0.000152
(-0.31) (-0.24) (-0.20) (-0.26)

couponinwave2 0.0158*** 0.0158*** 0.00234*** 0.00235***
(4.50) (4.49) (8.30) (8.33)

wave1active -0.0106 -0.00963 -0.000961 -0.00101
(-1.02) (-0.92) (-1.15) (-1.21)

thankyouonodd -0.0209*** -0.0218*** -0.00181*** -0.00165***
(-4.76) (-4.79) (-5.16) (-4.54)

wave -0.00606*** -0.00631*** 0.0000182 0.0000796
(-2.71) (-2.74) (0.10) (0.43)

store 0.0131*** 0.0131*** 0.00165*** 0.00164***
(3.76) (3.76) (5.90) (5.89)

wave3active 0.00311 0.00347 0.000534 0.000426
(0.37) (0.40) (0.80) (0.61)

TUE 0.00344 -0.000179
(0.79) (-0.51)

WED 0.00444 -0.000156
(0.98) (-0.43)

THU 0.00448 -0.000287
(0.93) (-0.74)

FRI 0.00177 -0.000486
(0.37) (-1.26)

SAT 0.00102 0.0000261
(0.23) (0.07)

SUN 0.00156 0.000123
(0.36) (0.35)

cons 0.00512 0.00316 -0.00107 -0.00106
(0.52) (0.31) (-1.34) (-1.29)

Adj. R-Squared 0.00122 0.00118 0.00346 0.00344
N 118942 118942 118942 118942
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
total 0.00000296*** 0.00000300*** 0.000000398** 0.000000442***

(9.12) (9.16) (2.42) (2.67)

active -0.000316 -0.000229 -0.000132 -0.0000919
(-1.04) (-0.74) (-0.86) (-0.59)

couponinwave2 0.000843*** 0.000839*** 0.0000990 0.0000937
(5.63) (5.60) (1.31) (1.24)

wave1active -0.000278 -0.000267 -0.0000430 -0.0000289
(-0.63) (-0.60) (-0.19) (-0.13)

thankyouonodd -0.000769*** -0.000787*** -0.000258*** -0.000292***
(-4.12) (-4.07) (-2.74) (-2.98)

wave -0.000247*** -0.000248** -0.000106** -0.000115**
(-2.59) (-2.52) (-2.19) (-2.31)

store 0.000429*** 0.000424*** 0.000119 0.000117
(2.90) (2.86) (1.59) (1.57)

wave3active 0.000311 0.000243 0.0000881 0.0000632
(0.88) (0.66) (0.49) (0.34)

TUE 0.000133 0.000167*
(0.71) (1.77)

WED 0.000287 0.0000960
(1.48) (0.98)

THU -0.00000219 0.0000678
(-0.01) (0.65)

FRI -0.0000608 0.0000820
(-0.30) (0.79)

SAT 0.00000286 0.00000905
(0.01) (0.09)

SUN -0.0000302 -0.0000335
(-0.16) (-0.36)

cons 0.000114 0.0000621 0.000197 0.000158
(0.27) (0.14) (0.92) (0.72)

Adj. R-Squared 0.00151 0.00150 0.000202 0.000202
N 118942 118942 118942 118942
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
lanesopened -0.000665 -0.000711 -0.0000600 -0.0000602

(-0.83) (-0.88) (-0.93) (-0.93)

totallanes 0.00144*** 0.00169*** 0.000143*** 0.000144***
(4.23) (4.69) (5.21) (4.98)

total 0.0000441*** 0.0000451*** 0.00000788*** 0.00000790***
(5.60) (5.72) (12.48) (12.48)

active -0.00445 -0.00322 -0.000336 -0.000280
(-0.62) (-0.44) (-0.58) (-0.48)

couponinwave2 0.0172*** 0.0173*** 0.00248*** 0.00248***
(4.88) (4.91) (8.77) (8.76)

wave1active -0.00942 -0.00731 -0.000849 -0.000814
(-0.91) (-0.70) (-1.02) (-0.97)

thankyouonodd -0.0183*** -0.0201*** -0.00156*** -0.00151***
(-4.13) (-4.42) (-4.39) (-4.14)

wave -0.00466** -0.00511** 0.000157 0.000182
(-2.06) (-2.20) (0.86) (0.98)

store 0.00906** 0.00839** 0.00125*** 0.00124***
(2.51) (2.32) (4.33) (4.28)

wave3active 0.00456 0.00518 0.000677 0.000572
(0.55) (0.60) (1.02) (0.82)

TUE 0.00420 -0.000115
(0.96) (-0.33)

WED 0.00560 -0.0000576
(1.23) (-0.16)

THU 0.00687 -0.0000839
(1.42) (-0.22)

FRI 0.00301 -0.000381
(0.63) (-0.99)

SAT -0.000978 -0.000144
(-0.22) (-0.40)

SUN -0.00202 -0.000182
(-0.46) (-0.52)

cons -0.0123 -0.0165 -0.00279*** -0.00273***
(-1.15) (-1.49) (-3.24) (-3.08)

Adj. R-Squared 0.00135 0.00135 0.00367 0.00363
N 118942 118942 118942 118942
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
away 0.0107 0.0111 0.00278*** 0.00270***

(1.24) (1.28) (4.00) (3.88)

express -0.0124*** -0.0124*** -0.000941*** -0.000940***
(-3.32) (-3.33) (-3.14) (-3.14)

total 0.0000492*** 0.0000501*** 0.00000869*** 0.00000859***
(6.37) (6.41) (14.00) (13.70)

active -0.00220 -0.00170 -0.000169 -0.000189
(-0.31) (-0.23) (-0.29) (-0.32)

couponinwave2 0.0158*** 0.0158*** 0.00237*** 0.00238***
(4.49) (4.49) (8.42) (8.43)

wave1active -0.0105 -0.00953 -0.000937 -0.000976
(-1.01) (-0.91) (-1.12) (-1.16)

thankyouonodd -0.0209*** -0.0218*** -0.00175*** -0.00162***
(-4.75) (-4.79) (-4.98) (-4.43)

wave -0.00601*** -0.00626*** 0.0000387 0.0000936
(-2.68) (-2.71) (0.22) (0.51)

store 0.0128*** 0.0128*** 0.00162*** 0.00162***
(3.68) (3.68) (5.82) (5.80)

wave3active 0.00304 0.00343 0.000583 0.000473
(0.37) (0.40) (0.88) (0.68)

TUE 0.00342 -0.000173
(0.78) (-0.49)

WED 0.00449 -0.000153
(0.99) (-0.42)

THU 0.00454 -0.000264
(0.94) (-0.68)

FRI 0.00179 -0.000468
(0.37) (-1.21)

SAT 0.00101 -0.00000646
(0.23) (-0.02)

SUN 0.00154 0.0000672
(0.35) (0.19)

cons 0.00772 0.00574 -0.00101 -0.000981
(0.78) (0.56) (-1.27) (-1.19)

Adj. R-Squared 0.00129 0.00126 0.00360 0.00357
N 118942 118942 118942 118942
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
total 0.00827** 0.00666* 0.00667* 0.00667* 0.00771* 0.00635

(2.12) (1.66) (1.66) (1.66) (1.95) (1.57)

itemcount -0.0306* -0.0269 -0.0266 -0.0266 -0.0316* -0.0275
(-1.87) (-1.63) (-1.58) (-1.58) (-1.90) (-1.64)

thankyouonodd -1.173 -1.497* -1.491* -1.491* -1.237 -1.558*
(-1.34) (-1.66) (-1.65) (-1.65) (-1.40) (-1.71)

couponinwave2 -0.0407 0.214 0.230 0.230 -0.117 0.153
(-0.08) (0.41) (0.43) (0.43) (-0.23) (0.28)

wave3active 2.086* 2.064 2.080 2.080 1.908 1.940
(1.65) (1.47) (1.48) (1.48) (1.51) (1.37)

wave1active -0.0868 0.0611 0.0708 0.0708 -0.0498 0.0991
(-0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (-0.03) (0.05)

Numberofitemsbought -0.130** -0.126** -0.126** -0.126** -0.126** -0.123**
(-2.49) (-2.41) (-2.40) (-2.40) (-2.40) (-2.35)

Totalspent 0.0354*** 0.0357*** 0.0358*** 0.0358*** 0.0339*** 0.0345***
(2.98) (3.02) (3.02) (3.02) (2.86) (2.91)

store -0.344 -0.226 -0.226 -0.226 -2.676* -2.756*
(-0.56) (-0.37) (-0.37) (-0.37) (-1.65) (-1.70)

TUE -0.293 -0.116 -0.113 -0.113 -0.236 -0.0497
(-0.41) (-0.16) (-0.15) (-0.15) (-0.33) (-0.07)

WED 0.323 0.609 0.609 0.609 0.461 0.715
(0.44) (0.81) (0.81) (0.81) (0.62) (0.95)

THU 0.302 0.614 0.619 0.619 0.356 0.635
(0.43) (0.84) (0.85) (0.85) (0.50) (0.87)

FRI 0.494 0.557 0.562 0.562 0.340 0.429
(0.57) (0.64) (0.64) (0.64) (0.39) (0.49)

SAT 0.100 0.403 0.392 0.392 0.130 0.376
(0.14) (0.54) (0.52) (0.52) (0.18) (0.50)

SUN -0.792 -0.783 -0.800 -0.800 -0.810 -0.795
(-1.12) (-1.10) (-1.10) (-1.10) (-1.11) (-1.09)

active -1.238 -1.180 -1.192 -1.192 -1.165 -1.149
(-1.25) (-1.00) (-1.01) (-1.01) (-1.17) (-0.97)

wave -0.567 -0.616 -0.610 -0.610 -0.651 -0.705*
(-1.40) (-1.51) (-1.48) (-1.48) (-1.56) (-1.68)

activeangela -0.235 -0.207 -0.207 -0.119
(-0.14) (-0.12) (-0.12) (-0.07)

angela -0.927* -0.939* -0.939* -0.885
(-1.70) (-1.69) (-1.69) (-1.51)

away 0.0664 0.0664
(0.11) (0.11)

express 0
(.)

[1em] cons 5.623*** 5.569*** 5.522*** 5.522*** 10.26*** 10.40***
(3.15) (3.12) (3.01) (3.01) (3.14) (3.18)

Adj. R-Squared 0.0192 0.0217 0.0196 0.0196 0.0202 0.0213
N 484 484 484 484 484 484
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